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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to examine how an engineering classroom community
appropriates active learning discourse over a semester that promoted student content knowledge
and scientific argumentation. It also assessed how a scientific argumentation could be used as a
discourse to assess student learning of engineering. Despite of much quantitative research on the
effectiveness of active learning instruction, there is little attention to qualitative research to
examine the practical implementation of active learning in a classroom. The research questions
that guided this study were: (1) How do students react when an engineering professor challenges
students’ accepted teaching practices? (2) In what ways do the professor and/or tools assist
students to overcome obstacles? (3) What are the features of an engineering reformed instruction
through the lens of good pedagogy and what can be accomplished? This sixteen-week qualitative
case study was grounded in constructivism and dialogism to identify student interactions and
trace classroom discourse of their participating in active learning contexts. This study was
conducted in an undergraduate engineering classroom with 44 students’ participation. Ten
students and an instructor were interviewed. Multiple sources of data were collected, including
pretest and posttest, classroom observations, semi-structured interviews, and a survey. Data
analysis was conducted using the constant comparative method, in-depth analysis of classroom
discourse episodes, and Toulmin’s argumentation framework. The findings showed that as the
engineering students had more opportunities to practice, they could develop a more sophisticated
understanding of active learning classroom discourse, use talk as learning tools to negotiate their
ideas with peers, engage in more scientific argumentation, and improve their agency for their
learning in engineering. Three major findings are discussed: (1) increased appropriation of active
learning discourse in negotiations, (2) increased ability to justify written arguments, and (3)
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scientific argumentation as an assessment tool for student learning in engineering. This study
provides insights into the practical design of technology-enhanced active learning environment
in which engineering students can develop successful argumentative practices to become
collaborative problem solvers. To disseminate active learning instruction as engineering
practice, a long-term professional development program in the support of teachers implementing
active learning discourse is suggested.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Background of the Problem
Government and engineering educators in the U.S. have been calling for reform in
science, technology, and engineering education for last two decades (Boyer, 1990; Jamieson &
Lohmann, 2009; National Research Council, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2010; National Science
Foundation, 1996). Despite investing considerable resources to improve the quality of
engineering education, engineering educators have been continuously addressing to transform
engineering following with rapidly changing educational environments (DeHaan, 2005; Zemsky,
2009).
Moreover, educators in engineering education have long been exploring effective
instruction to better educate college students. Among many potential factors to facilitate student
learning, many researchers argued that increasing student engagement with class improve student
academic success. According to The National Survey of Student Engagement (2003),
undergraduate engineering students pointed out five factors to improve student classroom
engagement: level of academic challenge, active; active and collaborative learning, studentfaculty interaction; enriching educational experiences; supportive campus environment. Among
these factors, active learning instruction has been emerging in college classrooms as an
alternative instruction to replace traditional lecture.
Technology development has particularly changed traditional teaching and learning
environments in classrooms. Many researchers define the current students as ‘digital native’ who
are technology savvy generation (Prensky, 2001; Tapscott, 2008) despite the critique against the
generalization about students’ use and aptitude of technology (Garcia & Quin, 2007; Helsper &
Eynon, 2010). The digital generations consider computer, the Internet, cell phones, Facebook
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and other digital tools as the essential part of their lives. To better educate engineering students,
engineering faculties have implemented diverse teaching methods as well as technology in their
instructions.
Teaching methods that involve and engage the students such as active learning,
collaborative learning, cooperative learning, problem-based learning, inquiry based learning,
project based learning and case-based learning have been studied and found to be more effective
than traditional lecture (Prince, 2004; Felder, Brent, & Prince, 2011; Terenzini, Cbrera, Colbeck,
Parente, & Bjorklundm, 2001; Masten, Chen, Garularu, Kari, & Lee, 2002). Nonetheless, 87.7%
of engineering faculty used lectures as a primary instructional method in the classes (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2001). Fairweather (2010) contended that the reforms died
because no other faculty members were willing to invest the time to teach the course in the new
manner in part because the time commitment was greater than for traditional lectures despite
empirical evidence of effectiveness,
Some engineering instructors may invest their time and efforts in using more effective
teaching methods, but at the same time may stick to the same teaching methods. The reason of
using the same teaching method may include concerns about whether innovative teaching
methods really work, about how to implement them in a particular situation such as large class,
distance learners, and other classroom contexts, or about whether a traditional lecture format can
cover the same amount of material saving time and efforts (Felder & Brent, 1999, 2001). The
National Research Council (NRC) (2003, 2005) stated that one of the challenges about adopting
innovative teaching methods in education community was to inform faculty about research on
effective teaching and emphasized the need to create a community of educators who can act as
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resources for doing so. The National Academies (2003), and from NRC (2005, 2007, 2010) have
continued to address the need to for this type of scholarly network.
Engineering instructors who prefer the traditional lecture approach may do so for three
primary reasons. The first is comfort and familiarity; the lecture format is the one that today’s
professors experienced when they were students, and it is the one they have employed in their
own classes since then. The second factor is that faculty time must be divided between research
activities, teaching, and service. It is possible to be regarded as a good or excellent teacher while
employing the standard lecture approach. A considerable investment of time and effort is
necessary for faculties to replace familiar lecture methods with more effective ones, which
redesign a course. If an instructor already has reputation as a good instructor, the reputation
would result from investing this time and effort. The third factor is that readily available teaching
materials such as textbooks do not provide useful resources for alternative teaching formats other
than the traditional lecture. Although considerable additional teaching materials are available on
various Internet websites from universities and educational organization, the use of effective
teaching method relies on the instructor’s decision about whether the method promotes better
teaching. Since most engineering instructors are trained as engineers, not educators, it can be
challenging for them to adopt a new teaching approach for their classes.
It can be hypothesized that if implementing and teaching a course using proven methods
like active learning and the other verified methods, was just as easy as implementing the
traditional lecture method, and required a comparable commitment of the instructor’s time, then
a greater percentage of faculty would do so. The Toolkit for Exceptional Teaching (TExT) being
developed by Dr. Smith with support from the National Science Foundation (NSF) expands upon
the information transfer provided by current engineering textbooks and integrates it with a
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comprehensive set of teaching tools and resources. The objective is to deliver an effective
educational experience to engineering students, although simultaneously providing almost
everything a teacher needs to implement effective teaching without investing considerably more
time than would be used in the traditional lecture method.
Purpose of the Study
This study aims to examine the innovative STEM instruction that transforms the
classroom from a place for transferring knowledge with the traditional lecture to a place for
constructing knowledge through social interaction, and understand the instruction that effectively
integrates meaning-making and multimodal practices in and out of class. The interactive classes
consist of diverse group activities: group discussion, role play, and collaborative problemsolving activity. I design this study to explore integration of the innovative STEM instruction
with linguistic, sociocultural, and dialogic perspectives in technology-enhanced engineering
classrooms.
Significance of the Study
This study will contribute to the field in two ways. First, this classroom-based case study
can increase knowledge concerning the actual details of classroom practice and teaching and
learning interactions in the STEM classrooms of higher education, examining the nature of
interactive teaching practices using multimodal texts. Traditional lecture-based instruction is still
a dominant approach to teach engineering. To reform inactive traditional engineering
classrooms, it is important to identify the role of the engineering classroom discourse that an
instructor and students construct, as primary change agents, shifts the focus from the transmitter
of knowledge to the mediator of learning. The focus of this study is closely related to strong
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interests in reforming engineering education, improving students’ engagement in higher
education.
Second, the description of the instructor’s interactive teaching practices and the discourse
in the engineering classroom that may help students’ learning can help engineering teachers,
teacher educators, and administrators to promote changes of the importance of teaching practices
in the engineering education of higher education.
Research Questions
In an attempt to explore the dynamics of multimodal instruction in the STEM classroom,
this study addresses the following overarching questions:
1. How do students react when an engineering professor challenges students’ accepted
teaching practices??
2. In what ways do the professor and/or tools assist students to overcome obstacles?
3. What are the features of an engineering reformed instruction through the lens of good
pedagogy and what can be accomplished?
In the next chapter, I present the theoretical framework and the literature review relevant
to the research problem.
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Literature Review
Current STEM Education in the US
The US students ranked the twenty-first among thirty participating Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries. US Students at the age of fifteen
also achieved an average score of 489. It is below an average score of 500 in science from the
2006 Program for International Students Assessment (PISA). Some of those students currently
study STEM in US universities students currently. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress in 2009 revealed disappointing science scores. US twelfth graders’ scores were not
significantly improved from 1996 to 2005. Sixty percent of twelfth graders’ score were at or
above the basic level. One percent of twelfth graders were at the Advanced level and twenty one
percent of them at or above the proficient level. The large portion of students at a low
achievement has called for change of science education to meet the learning needs of all science
students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2009).
Despite disappointing statistics related to high school student achievement in this
country. US universities have maintained a leading role in the field of engineering education in
the world. International students studying engineering has increased in U.S. universities from 76,
748 in 2000 to 118, 980 in 2010 (Institute of International Education, 2010). The international
engineering students perceive US engineering schools provided sophisticated and advanced
engineering education based on cutting-edge technologies and real-life research with company
sponsoring (Voice of America, 2010).
US universities have paid strong attention to improve undergraduate engineering
education. They focus on increasing the number, diversity, and quality of STEM graduates
(American Society for Engineering Education, 2009, 2012; National Academy of Engineering,
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2004). Among many influencing factors, engineering faculty’s effective instructions are
considered as a key to succeed engineering education reform because it helps students to become
better engineers.
However, some researchers argue that much research and investment have increased the
awareness of engineering education reform particularly through effective reformed pedagogies
(Borrego, Froyd, & Hall, 2010; Prince & Felder, 2006). Others argue that the reform failed based
on the low rate of adoption among engineering faculty. The reason is that not only is knowledge
of reformed pedagogies disseminated but also many engineering professors still prefers familiar
lectures to new reform instructions.
In order to successfully compete with universities around the world, US universities must
prepare them to create innovative university engineering classes and educated qualified
engineers. Unfortunately, universities are not always known for their good teaching, particularly
lectures in engineering classes (Felder, 2007; Felder & Brent, 2010; Prince, 2004). Many
engineering students has been failing in undergraduate engineering programs for decades. What
could help all engineering students achieve?
Undergraduate Engineering Students Attrition
University engineering schools has strived for attaining many students in their
undergraduate engineering programs through large investment for decades. They have invested
many resources to recruit high school students in their engineering programs, educate them, and
produce qualified engineers. However, despite these efforts, a large number of engineering
students have left engineering due to many reasons. According to a recent study (Chen, 2014),
attrition rate of engineering majors was over 50 percent between 2003 and 2009. Those students
left engineering by switching to other majors or dropping out. According to Mara, Rodgers,
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Shen, and Bogue (2012), undergraduate students who left engineering indicate three main
factors: “poor teaching and advising, the difficulty of the engineering curriculum, lack of
belonging in engineering” (Mara et al, p. 23).
Engineering Pedagogy
Effective teaching strategies have been studied as a core component under current
engineering education reform. The definition of the “best” teaching strategy to teach engineering
varies but engineering professionals currently embrace an “active learning” approach (Dory &
Belcher, 2005: Felder & Brent, 2003; Prince, 2004). Active learning often refers to an
instructional approach that encourages students to participate and be engage in learning process
(Bonwell & Elison, 1991; Prince, 2004; Freedman et al, 2014). In engineering education, some
narrowly define active learning as a specific method that integrates learning activities that foster
student participation into the traditional lecture (Prince, 2004). Others broadly define active
learning as a specific instruction approach to replace teacher-centered lectures that students
mainly receive knowledge from their instructor (Freedman et al, 2014). In this study, active
learning is considered as an instruction approach but not as a contrast approach to lecture; rather,
lecture is often considered as an instructional strategy for effective active learning approach.
In engineering education, focusing on inquiry teaching used the term “active learning” to
describe what science education researchers refer to as inquiry from a constructivist perspective
(Abd-El-Khalick et al., 2004; von Glasersfeld, 1989; Matthew, 2000). Active learning
contributed to develop students’ motivation and analytical inquiry to better understand science
knowledge compared to traditional lecture-based learning (Gibson & Chase, 2002; Jarrett, 1999).
Science educators and researchers have focused on science instruction to develop critical
thinking and problem-solving skills based on inquiry-based learning, technology-implemented
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learning, and students’ active engagement to science (Lee, Linn, Varma, & Liu, 2010; Singer,
Marx, Krajcik, & Chamber, 2000). Studies have also reported that active learning approach has
increased students’ participation and achievement than lecturing approach in science (Dixon,
Calrk, & DiBiasio, 2000; Van Dijk & Jochems, 2002). However, subsequent studies demonstrate
that it is not the specific tool that makes the difference but rather the instructional strategies
employed (Taraban, Box, Myers, Ploolard, & Bowen, 2007), the context it is used in (Yerrick &
Roth, 2005) and beliefs and objectives held by the teacher (Kang & Wallace, 2004).
Despite the popularity of active learning approach among science education reform
literature most engineers, like their general university colleagues, depend upon traditional lecture
modes of instruction (National Center for Education Statistics, 2001; Wirt et al, 2001). Some of
the reasons given for educators not using constructivist approaches include the lack of the
investment of time and effort for planning, requisite knowledge, training, support, rewards and
even philosophical differences in orientations toward teaching and learning (Pedersen & Yerrick,
2000; Haney, Lumpe, Czerniak, & Egan, 2002; Zacharaia, 2003)
Engineering faculties’ perceptions toward science learning is one of the primary factors to
be considered in technological implementation. Several researchers reported the faculties have
difficulties in applying a constructivist orientation to teaching rather than learning new
technologies (Becker & Riel, 2000; Rakes, Flowers, Casey, & Santana, 1999). For example, in a
recent survey of 655 teachers (grade 4 to 12), Becker and Riel (2000) found that less than 4% of
the teachers surveyed used computers during instruction to assist students in constructing their
own understanding of content knowledge in accordance with constructivist learning frameworks.
Providing technology in science classrooms is insufficient for making needed change.
Rakes et al. (1999) found that in a survey of 435 teachers who use technology in K-12 contexts,
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less than half of the teachers who professed to be constructivist acknowledged implementing 6
out of 14 commonly identified constructivist strategies. Furthermore, only 40% of the
participating teachers used even three of these strategies, and less than 20% of those who
claimed to use constructivist strategies in their classrooms implemented them “fairly often”
(monthly). Moreover, providing technical and professional development support will not likely
effect long lasting change even for self-reported constructivist teachers (Becker & Riel, 2000;
Cuban, 1986; Rakes et al., 1999).
Call for Reforms in Engineering Classrooms
Current engineering education researchers pay strong attention to solve three important
problems that undermine undergraduate students to learn engineering; poor teaching, difficult
curriculum, and lack of belonging (Mara et 1l, 2012). In this study, from a students’ survey in a
large public research university, students who left undergraduate engineering programs argued
that many engineering courses had difficult curricular; many engineering professors were poor at
teaching engineering; many undergraduate students suffered from a lack of belonging under
extremely competitive classroom environments.
Engineering education researchers show particular interests in education theories. They
attempt to integrate teaching and learning theories to conduct rigorous empirical research
(Borrego et al, 2014). Despite limited dissemination of effective practice within engineering
instruction reform, engineering education researchers have much stressed rigorous and complex
approaches to reform engineering classrooms (Felder & Hadgraft, 2012). Though some
researchers who conducted studies in large elite engineering schools proclaimed that
‘engineering education reform is successful’, others criticized that current engineering education
failed as usual. They contend that the effect of current reform was minimal.
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Technology and Science Teaching
Educators must consider tools and implementation specifically for science. Some of the
recommended technological options for use in engineering include simulations, data collection
probeware, online virtual laboratories, visualization software and other less science specific tools
like presentation tools, electronic voting devices, and general media production tools. Previous
studies argued that the use of simulations promoted students’ attitudes, academic achievement,
process skills problem-solving skills than conventional lecture-based approach in science courses
such as physics, chemistry and biology (Geban et al. 1992; Hounshell & Hill, 1989; Zacharia,
2003). The use of computer simulations, specifically, positively influenced students’ learning in
science regarding motivation, visualization of scientific problems and process, and interactive
learning experience (Huppert & Lazorowitz, 2002; Zacharia, 2005, 2007). There are various
ways of the use of simulation in different contexts. Some studies take an instant to speed it up in
very short period of time (Bell & Trundle, 2008), to compare different design of experiment and
reactors (Mackenzie, Earl, Allen, & Gilmour, 2001), comparing different models of scientific
tools, extend the learning experience in their home through online experience (Pallant & Tinker,
2004; McKagan et al, 2007). Each of them is effective in different contexts. Thus, the use of
computer simulation can an effective tool implemented in science courses.
Several empirical studies argued the different levels of the students’ use and aptitude of
technology against the generalization of the current Net Generation. Recent empirical studies
maintained that individual students varied the use and proficiency of technology despite the
general increase of technology of the students. (Garcia and Qin 2007; Kennedy et al. 2007;
Helsper and Eynon, 2009). Moreover, the everyday use of technology of college students was
partially connected with students learning (Kravik 2005). The Net Generation cannot be
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generalized as technology-oriented learners in college courses (Jones, C., Ramanau, R., Cross,
S., & Healing, G. 2010).
However, not every researcher agrees that technology improves teaching learning. To
give a thoughtful and productive response to science learning and the potential role of
technology with today's learners we must carefully consider the research. Such arguments
ignore the fact that other nations to which the US is being compared are investing less resources
in technology than is the US. Oppenheimer (2003) and Cuban (1986, 2001) have clearly offered
important challenges to the notion that technology is an automatic improvement in classrooms.
Several researchers have argued that many of the claims that technology should be integrated
into school learning environments are not based upon empirical evidence about students or
learning environments.
Yet, the growth and investment in technology by the US is increasing. According to
Waight and Abd- El-Khalick (2007) the rapid integration is not always based upon established
research, and often the research available to make important technological implementation
decisions does not take a critical eye when viewing the use of technology or the specific focus
for specific interventions in using technology to promote inquiry. Though compelling, science
educators must consider carefully which tools assist in promoting science inquiry and how these
can be thoughtfully incorporated into instruction in ways that add value to science teaching.
Scientific Arguments as Discourse
Science learning is also examined acquiring a scientific discourse as well as mastering
conceptual knowledge. People learn science through acquiring specific ways of thinking,
speaking, and doing in their specific environments (Lemke, 1990). The scientific discourse is
based on the scientists’ description and explanation in real contexts, which is necessary to
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investigate how students scientifically speak and behave in science classrooms than what they
finally produce.
Researchers have focused on the analysis of argumentation discourse in scientific
discourse (Osborne, Erduran, and Simon 2004; Simon 2008; von Aufschneider et al. 2008).
Argumentation is considered as a form of discourse students need to learn through implicit and
explicit teacher instruction. Becoming a scientist or engineer perceive the variety of evidence to
support an argument rather than pursuit a truth of an idea (Popper, 1968). The notion of
“discourse” in this study is considered as particular ways of speaking, behaving, and valuing
(Gee, 1989) that students need to acquire in engineering classrooms.
Scientists and engineers primarily aim to invent new theories and prove them with
evidences. The use of relevant arguments supports their inventions to contribute scientific
progress within the community. Current science reform addresses the scientific discourse to be
engaged with students to better learn science in real science classrooms.
A number of studies have insisted that argumentation play a crucial role on fostering
students’ understanding of scientific concepts, thinking, and practice (Driver, Newton, &
Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Lemke, 1990). Lemke (1990) views students learning
science based on more the oral communication with peers and teachers building ideas by
collaboration than utterly individual understanding. Empirical research needs to regard science as
discourse to inspect students’ understanding of science discourse as well as their content
knowledge and other scientific activities. The acquisition of argument can gauge how students
act as scientists or engineers according to a particular science discourse in addition to their
acquisition of content knowledge or mathematical calculation.
Specifically, Toulmin’s (1958) argument pattern consists of warrant, backing, data, claims,
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qualifiers, and rebuttals. This pattern can be applicable to scientific arguments. Claims are
supported by given data that warrants justify with relevant explanation from data to claims.
Qualifiers limit the claims. Backing provides additional rationale for the warrant (See Figure1).
Rebuttals represent different perspectives from a given argument as counter arguments or new
arguments. Toulmin’s framework represents learning argument is crucial in knowledge
construction through the analysis of evidence to claim in science.
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Figure I.

Toulmin's framework for argumentation.

To assess quality of student argumentation, many researchers have used the Toulmin Argument
Pattern developed by Erduran, Osborne, and their colleagues (Erduran, Simon, & Osborne, 2004).
They analyze student argumentation based on levels of argument using the components of
Toulmin’s framework for argumentation. They categorize the quality of argumentation from
Level 1 to Level 5. For instance, a Level 1 argument consists of a claim or a claim and a rebuttal;
a Level 5 argument consists of a series of claims, data, warrants, backings, and a few rebuttals.
The researchers argue that the level of argumentation is based on the level of justification that
argument components made for a claim.
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Argumentation in Classroom Communities
Many studies examine the use of argumentation in scientific and classroom communities.
Students and a teacher share various ideas, negotiate differences, and establish knowledge
through interactions. In classroom communities, there are specific norms, values, and practices
that students learn regarding the use of argumentation. Each classroom community has its
unique features to use argumentation among its members.
First, a teacher’s authority influences student learning in a science classroom. Many
studies argue that argumentation provide students with authority in a classroom. In traditional
science classrooms, teachers had strong authorities to transfer knowledge to students by direct
instructions and control student interactions. However, in argumentative science classrooms,
teacher had less authorities so that students have much authorities to participate in scientific
activities by initiating ideas, making sense of different ideas, and persuade others to establish
knowledge together. (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Berland & Hammer, 2012). Instead of accepting
a correct answer, Chin and Osborne (2010) stress student generating questions including
scientific argumentation. These studies recommend that teachers should share their authorities
with their students to establish a classroom discourse together. Teachers should encourage their
students to engage in scientific argumentation in science classrooms by allowing students to
pursued answers through the use of student argument, not one correct answer as they used to do.
However, many studies demonstrate that it is difficult to interpret an aspect of scientific
argumentation in science classroom communities. Having more authorities to use arguments,
students do not always learn science meaningfully because their scientific activities can be
random, not planned in advance. For example, students used warrants when they opposed
others’ ideas much more than they had agreement. (Clark & Sampson, 2008). In this case, the
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students thought that they did not have to use warrants because they already shared other the
common warrants with the other speakers.
Unfortunately, argumentation rarely occurs in science classrooms (Newton, Driver, &
Osborne, 1999; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2003). Many students have
difficulties in justifying their claims (MaNeill & Krajcik, 2007; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005)
because they have little experience of the use of argumentation and its knowledge to learn
science. These findings demonstrate that students need to learn how to use argumentation to
learn science in science classrooms and sufficient opportunities and times to promote scientific
argumentation in participatory classroom environments.
Norms of scientific argumentation in classrooms
Others researcher have emphasized the norms of scientific argumentation in classrooms
to improve student argumentation practices (Driver, Newton, & Osborne 2000; Ryu & Sandoval,
2012). First, Driver, Newton, and Osborne (2000) found that teachers’ lack of pedagogical skills
to teach argumentation was one of critical factors that hindered students from even knowing the
norm to learn science through argumentation. Their study emphasizes that it is important for
science teachers to teach the norms of argument to students and for students to adapt its norms
and practice them in an argumentative classroom discourse. In addition, D. Kuhn, Zillmer,
Crowell, and Zavala (2013) suggest that teachers must teach students the norms of scientific
argument explicitly to strengthen its needs for learning science over time because it is difficult
for students to learn the values and needs quickly. These studies demonstrate that teachers must
teach their students to understand the norms of scientific argument and that students must have
enough times to adapt the norms and practice the argument with evidence, warrants and other
components through argumentation with peers and their teachers.
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Chapter 3. Methods
This chapter describes methods and the research process of the proposed research and
discusses the measures to ensure trustworthiness of the findings. Although STEM educators
have continued to reform STEM education in K-12 settings, there is little known about reformbased approaches of teaching and learning in college STEM classrooms. I particularly aim to
employ multiple research strategies to examine the nature of scientific discourse in a college
STEM classroom integrated with active learning instruction and technology. This chapter
provides details about the research design, research site, participants, data collection, data
analysis, and trustworthiness.
Research design
I use a qualitative case study to examine the ways in which an engineering instructor
delivers multimodal and technological practices, and what kind of experiences students have in
terms of the instructional discourse and strategies in an undergraduate STEM classroom. This
qualitative case study can facilitate exploration of the dynamics of complex classroom contexts
using a variety of data sources (Yin, 2003; Creswell, 2007). Moreover, this research method
promotes a multilayered analysis of classroom instruction and contexts with diverse perspectives
through the analysis of different data sources.
Research site
The research site was Dr. Smith’s kinetics and reaction engineering course of the
Lakeshore University (pseudonym), a public research university in the Northeastern United
States. This course was advanced level chemical engineering course, which took a place at 9:00
am three times a week. Sixty-eight students study registered in this course whose classroom that
has multimedia equipment and a projector with Internet access. This classroom was chosen for
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the study because Dr. Smith communicated that he was trying new approaches and wanted
feedback. Thus, I expect that there was some indication that innovation would occur in his
classroom.
The course that is the focus of the study uses an online textbook and Blackboard
Learning System (BLS). Dr. Smith developed the online textbook to promote active participation
among his students in his course in and out of the classroom. The online textbook consists of
reading materials, lecture videos, practice examples, computer simulators, and other learning
resources, which students can access and take the lessons even outside of the classroom.
Moreover, Dr. Smith regularly uses BLS as a technological tool to communicate with
students outside of the classroom in various ways. The instructor not only uploads course
documents such as class slides, class examples, and assignments and solutions for homework and
exams on the BLS of the class but also assigns quizzes to students in advance for every class so
that students know whether they are prepared enough for an upcoming class. Students, therefore,
can access the classroom materials in and out of classroom and exchange feedback and opinions
with their instructor and other classmates beyond the limits of the physical time and place of
their scheduled, face-to-face class meetings.
Participants
Regarding data sampling, I use a purposeful sampling to collect relevant and useful data
in Dr. Smith’s course (Creswell, 2007). Dr. Smith is a highly successful teacher who earned
consistently high ratings on student course evaluations and received teaching awards several
times. He has taught this engineering course for over twenty years. Students in Dr. Smith’s
course volunteered to participate in this research in 2012.
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Dr. Smith (pseudonym), an innovative engineering professor participated in this research.
He used active learning instruction in web-based learning environments. In order to naturally
collect classroom observation data, I designed my research not to affect learning activities in the
classes. All students participated in the same course learning activities regardless of
participation or non-participation in the research project. Participating or not participating in the
study had no effect on the instruction the students would receive as members of the class. Junior
and senior undergraduate engineering students enrolled in Dr. Smith’s course and their professor
participated in this study. All students in his course were included in classroom observations
unless they declined to participate. I conducted non-participant classroom observation without
participating in learning activities in the classes.
Roles of the Researcher
According to Glesne (2006), a researcher needs to consider research roles during research
procedures, such as planning, collecting, and analyzing qualitative data because a researcher
plays many roles, depending on various research situations in which the researcher is engaged. I
particularly anticipated my role as the researcher and learner in this research. In classroom
observations and individual interviews, I am a researcher who is sitting in a classroom,
videotaping classroom interactions with field notes. Moreover, I am a learner who makes efforts
to better understand my participants and their interaction by carefully listening to their
experiences and asking them questions.
My own background as a material science and engineering student is also engaged with
my perspectives and interpretations of participant interviews and classroom observations.
During classroom observations, I joined Dr. Smith’s course like the other engineering students,
participating in individual activities and whole group activities but not participating in group
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activities with other students to avoid potential influence on their learning activities. My
previous experiences as an engineering student allowed me to understand the current engineering
students’ learning experience in Dr. Smith’s course with an engineering student’s perspective as
well as a researcher’s perspective. I constantly reflect on my previous experience as an
engineering student during my research procedures.
Data collection and analysis
The procedures of this study include collection of a variety of data to gain as complete an
understanding of the situation as possible and for triangulation purposes. Thus, data collection
consists of 26 participant interviews, pretest and posttests on the unit of Continuous Flow Stirred
Tank Reactor (CSTRs), classroom observations over a semester, student learning survey on
student evaluation of active learning experience, and artifacts in the online textbook for the fall
semester of 2012. The procedures of data collection are described as follows.
Figure 2. Procedures of data collection
Pre-Assessment

• Classroom
Observation
• Pretest
• Student Entrance
interviews
• Instructor
interviews

Implementation of
interactive teaching
• Classroom
Observation
• Student
Interviews
• Instructor
Interviews

Post Assessment

• Classroom
Observation
• Student Exit
Interviews
• Instructor
interviews
• Student survey

Toolkit for Exceptional Teaching (TExT). TExT is the online textbook Dr. Smith
developed to teach Kinetics to engineering students. Using an active learning approach with
technology, Dr. Smith also includes computer simulation in his course website. This online
textbook includes a variety of learning materials with multiple modes such as reading materials,
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the instructor’s video presentations, examples of engineering concepts and mathematics,
computer simulators, and other classroom activities. I collected data from TExT to investigate
how an engineering instructor made engineering concepts/science comprehensible to his students
using an interactive instruction.
However, the online textbook plays a critical role on students’ learning as well as
instructor’s teaching in this course because Dr. Smith expects students to prepare for his class in
advance to understand what he teaches in class. Students read the units of the TExT for each
class and/or watch his Powerpoint lecture presentation before a class. Thus, I collected data
from TExT to investigate the diverse semiotic resources available to students and the teacher
through the online textbook.
Pretest and Posttest. To assess the content learning of the engineering students prior to
and after the active learning implementation, pretest and posttest (see Appendix A for problems
on the pretest and post-test) were given to students of the class at the same time. The goal of the
instructor was not only to facilitate students’ learning of content knowledge but also their
learning of thinking processes when engineering students encountered problems. Therefore, to
assess whether or not the active learning with TExT was helpful to meet those goals, the
assessments had to measure the content, process skills, and design that students learned exiting
the unit. These goals were consistent with the National Science Education Standards (NRC,
1996, 2010).
In the pretest and posttest, the first level of questions aimed to recognize definitions and
uses of concepts in basic designs and calculations using a multiple-choice format. The second
level question was a written free response where students were asked to apply concepts to a word
problem similar to assigned homework problems given throughout the semester. Lastly, the
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third level question was an open-ended design question where students were given a scenario and
a goal product for a general chemical reaction and asked to design an experiment that would
optimize the yield.
Pretest and posttest Analysis. The students’ pretest and posttest scores showed whether
students increased their content knowledge by learning engineering through active learning
instruction. A pretest and a posttest include two types of questions, multiple-choice and openended questions. To investigate students’ overall learning gains with active learning strategies,
paired-t tests were conducted in 95% confidence interval with students’ test scores.
Furthermore, students’ written responses for the open-ended design questions were analyzed at a
next step, analysis of students’ argumentation.
Open-ended question analysis. Students’ arguments are also calculated with the numbers
that a certain coding scheme based on Toulmin’s argumentation model. Though many
researchers have applied different versions of Toulmin’s model, the engineering students’ written
arguments were analyzed based on the simplified version of Toulmin’s argumentation model that
only focused on claim, evidence, and warrant (McNeill & Krajcik, 2012). The simplified version
is adapted because students did not formally learn the scientific argumentation. Counting three
primary components is sufficient to gauge their level of awareness about scientific
argumentation. Furthermore, claims, evidence, and warrant on students’ written answers were
highlighted with red, yellow, and green highlighters.
Participant Interviews
Dr. Smith interviews. I conducted six interviews with Dr. Smith to examine his
experience as an engineering instructor and expectations in this class regarding use of an active
learning approach with TExT. Six interviews took place during the fall semester of 2012. Two
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interviews were conducted at each of three stages, two interviews for the beginning, two for the
middle, and two for the end of the semester. The time and the place of every interview relied on
Dr. Smith’s convenience. I audio-recorded the interviews and transcribed them verbatim for
analysis.
Student interviews. Students voluntarily participated in interviews. Each interview took
approximately 30 to 45 minutes, depending on the length of their responses. In student
interviews, I conducted semi-structured interviews with more open-ended questions about their
experience of learning in Dr. Smith class and other engineering classes (see Appendix B for
more information on student interview questions). Furthermore, I avoided leading questions to
unconsciously affect the participants’ responses toward my research interest. My question was
not “How Dr. Smith’s teaching style is different form other instructor’s styles?” to “What are
your experiences in Dr. Smith class?” Using the word ‘different’, the first question seems to lead
the interviewee to assume that the differences already existed between Dr. Smith’s class and
other classes, according to the question although the interviewee found no difference between
them.
To focus on how the students perceived the instructor’s interactive teaching approach, the
interviews included questions about students’ experience of their instructors’ teaching strategies,
the use of the simulator, and the classroom context. To promote credibility and verifiability of
students’ interview, I reminded the students of the confidentiality of the interview process and
their rights to answer or refuse to answer the questions before the interviews began. Building
rapport with a conversational tone, each interview was conducted in a comfortable atmosphere
for each participant. I avoided asking leading questions to receive students’ unbiased responses
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throughout interviews. The student interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed for further
data analysis.
All interviews audio-recorded and transcribed were analyzed based on grounded theory
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). First, the collected data were open coded with repetitive reading with
designated codes to find what active learning strategies and tools were effective. I repeatedly
read and highlight noticeable responses that show participants’ individual experience related to
the classroom discourse with different color pens and take memos. Second, identified categories
were labeled and combined to each other to find relationships among the categories associated
with their contexts. Last, focused coding was followed analyzing the crucial and/or frequent
codes at the previous stage.
Classroom observation. I observed Dr. Smith’s classes to examine his teaching
strategies, and teacher-student and student-student interactions during the fall semester of 2012.
Observations took place every class meeting, three times a week except the classes for
examinations and a safety training course for engineering students for the semester.
During classroom observation, I video-recorded the whole class with a 50 minute-long to
present both Dr. Smith and his students together in the same frame, minimizing moving of the
camera on a desk. Short and discrete video clips of closing up a participant were undesirable for
this study because they reduced the details of the interactions between speakers and listeners
because social interaction occurred simultaneously as well as by turn (Erickson, 2006). Dr.
Smith, for instance, modified his instruction when he recognized that his students began tilting
their head sideways during his explanation about a chemical reaction. Closing up on Dr. Smith’s
instruction might fail to capture that the non-verbal signal of students’ confusion influenced his
instruction. However, I did film close ups of Dr. Smith when he used gestures and multimodal
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texts to explain engineering concepts or procedures because his gestures and multimodal texts
could be related to students’ learning.
I transcribed classroom observation videos with the ‘Whole-to-part’ approach, following
Erickson’s (2006) guidelines of video data analysis. The first approach is suggested for
identifying patterns in the data where there are no initial hypotheses, theories or predictions, thus
employing a more grounded method. The second approach is in direct contrast to this, where the
video data is scrutinized for specific types of events and is most relevant where the research is
driven by existing questions, theories or hypothesis about those events. The transcriptions will be
described in terms of both selective events of salient classroom interactions and overall patterns
in classroom discourses with holistic analysis of classroom observation videos. An example of
classroom observation video analysis is as follows.
Learning strategies survey. The learning strategies survey was used to examine
engineering students’ learning style and their perspectives toward their instructor’s interactive
instruction. Students in Dr. Smith’s class participated in an online Learning strategies survey
with four groups of questions; (1) the course evaluation focusing on the use of TExT simulator,
(2) teaching strategies actually used, (3) teaching strategies actually helped, (4) teaching
strategies of desired use (see Appendix D for the examples of the survey questions). To analyze
the learning strategies survey completed by undergraduate engineering students, descriptive
statistics was used. The learning strategy survey consists of five sections. Each item measured by
four or five choices of Lickert scale is represented as percentage. For example, it was measured
from ‘Strongly agree,’ ‘agree’, ‘disagree’, and ‘strongly disagree.’
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Figure 3.
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Chapter 4. Findings
Having grown up and completed primary and secondary school in Korea, I subjected
myself to the grueling process of learning engineering. This was a well-documented process of
competition, lecture only, and engineering courses. Although all my engineering professors
completed their Ph.D. degrees from different engineering programs at the renowned research
universities in the U.S., they all used only lectures to teach their engineering courses. When I
learned different engineering courses for four years, I believed that lecture was the only way to
learn engineering. Therefore, as I sat first in Dr. Smith’s classroom, I was perplexed while
watching Dr. Smith’s instruction because he taught engineering in different ways. The professor
did not lecture engineering to his students but constantly interacted with students with dialogues.
Dr. Smith did not stand in the front of the classroom and lecture with a monotonous voice as I
experienced in engineering school. He rather walked around the classroom and with his
energetic voice, used a variety of learning activities to foster students’ participation. This
unexpected learning experience motivated me to want to study how Dr. Smith taught this upper
level engineering course over a semester, contrasting my lecture-based engineering learning
experience.
In this chapter, I explain the change of classroom discourse based on three phases over
the semester: Novice Discourse (Phase A), Emerging Discourse (Phase B), and Expert Discourse
(Phase C) and the development of student argumentation. In each phase, to examine the
dynamics of classroom discourse construction, I focused on three features in class: (1) classroom
interaction, (2) students’ argumentation, and (3) teacher pedagogical strategies. Finally, using a
pretest and posttest, student interviews, and classroom observations, I demonstrate students
appropriating norms of active learning discourse with quantitative and qualitative data.
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First, I discuss classroom interactions to illustrate the classroom atmosphere in Dr.
Smith’s course. Next, I discuss student responses with specific examples of classroom
observation transcripts to demonstrate student responses to main pedagogies that Dr. Smith
commonly used in class. Lastly, I present students’ argumentation practice in response to Dr.
Smith’s pedagogical strategies of active learning instruction in class. In addition to three phases
of classroom discourse developed in the Dr. Smith’s course, I demonstrate how students’
appropriating the norms of active learning classroom discourse progresses throughout the
semester. Their acquisitions of classroom discourse consist of the fluency and accuracy of their
oral and written argumentation. I justify the development of student argumentations based on
the Toulmin’s argument pattern.
To organize the findings, I present two outline diagrams for each phase of classroom
discourse. The first figure examines how three phases of classroom discourse with specific
features changed over the semester (See Figure 4).
Figure 4. The Outline to Organize Findings
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Here, three phases of Dr. Smith’s classroom discourse demonstrate the progression of active
learning classroom discourse mutually constructed by students and an engineering professor. As
Dr. Smith continued to provide active learning pedagogies, students changed the way they
engaged in a variety of learning activities and gradually participated in learning more actively. In
each phase of classroom discourse, I will elaborate how students and Dr. Smith engaged in
meaning making and negotiating classroom discourse norms, how students practiced their
argumentation, and what pedagogical strategies Dr. Smith used to foster students’ active
learning.
Next, the second figure shows how I conceptualize three phases of classroom discourse
that engineering students and Dr. Smith had gradually constructed and developed (See Figure 5).
Figure 5. The Three-Phase Classroom Discourse between Dr. Smith Pedagogical Strategies and
Students’ Responses

Teacher
Students
Phase A: Novice Discourse

Teacher
Students
Teacher Students
Phase B: Emerging Discourse Phase C: Expert Discourse

Here, three phases show Dr. Smith’s norms of classroom discourse and students’ norms of
classroom discourse had emerged over times. In novice discourse phase, the teacher’s norms and
the students’ norms were separate. Students did not respond to Dr. Smith’s active learning
strategies. Next, in emerging phase, students started participating in diverse learning activities.
They more interacted with Dr. Smith by questioning and answering and more engaged in peer
discussion during small group problem solving activities. Last, in expert discourse, almost all
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students actively and closely engaged in diverse classroom activities. I will explain the
progression of active learning classroom discourse in the upper-level biochemical engineering
course in the following.
Dr. Smith’s circle represents his repertoire and norms of discourse as an expert engineer.
In engineering classroom, although most engineering faculty teach traditional norms of
engineering discourse, Dr. Smith, as expert engineers, teach authentic norms of engineering
discourse to novice engineers. His norms of engineering discourse were to help his students
practice authentic engineering discourse, which the students prepared for their work. Dr. Smith
fostered his students to engage in active learning by diverse active learning instruction repertoire.
He constantly expands his interaction with students by asking questions, prompting, and inviting
other students’ participations. Further, lecturing his students, Dr. Smith repeatedly used metadiscourse, shared his real career experience of an oil refining company, and explained
engineering processes. All these instruction strategies provided students with diverse non-verbal
languages and representations under sufficient wait time.
Using diverse group activities, Dr. Smith fostered his students to make meanings with
other students. Students worked with pair, small group (three or four students), large group
(approximately 10 students), and whole class. The students could learn engineering by just
sitting on their chairs and listening to Dr. Smith’s lectures. They should continue to discuss
about the problems with their peers by talking and practice engineering problem solving with
group members.
In the kinetic and reaction engineering course, Dr. Smith taught active learning to
students as an expert engineer and an experience engineering teacher. His repertoire of active
learning strategies was diverse. The active learning strategies he used were open-ended question
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with prompting and scaffolding, in-class collaborative problem-solving activities, and students’
acting out of engineering processes. As instructional strategies, he also used wait-time, analogy,
non-verbal language, and meta-discourse. Most of all, Dr. Smith instruction was authentic. To
prepare his students for engineers in a real world, he stressed on the norms of active learning
classroom discourse such as active participation by questioning and answering, collaboration
with peers, and argumentation by critiquing peers’ ideas in class.
Dr. Smith’s students had learned the norms of active learning discourse. Their preexisting norm of engineering learning was pursuing a single correct answer as quickly as
possible because efficient in time were their learned norm as engineering students. In addition,
making a mistake is embarrassing because it was evidence of their lack of knowledge publicly in
front of their peers. Further, Dr. Smith’s students relied on textbooks and their professors to
confirm their uncertainty of engineering knowledge, which had the authority to answer their
questions and help their uncertain knowledge become more concrete. Their ways of acting were
individual because they did not activity participating in collaborative problem-solving activities
early in the semester.
In the figure, a dotted line represents typical engineering classroom discourse that Dr.
Smith his students shared initially. The junior and senior engineering students registered in this
engineering course had learned the norms of engineering classroom discourse by lectures from
their engineering professors. Dr. Smith also recognized his students’ norms of lecture-based
classroom discourse, which had motivated him to teach his course differently but students still
attended to his course with the same norms.
On the other hand, an inner ellipse in Dr. Smith’s circle includes argumentation, career,
critique, hypothesizing, making mistakes, peer instruction, problem-based learning and other
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norms of active learning classroom discourse. He intended to construct these norms of active
learning classroom discourse with his students in class.
The overlap of Dr. Smith’s and his students’ circle displays the discourse norms that
students appropriated only in Dr. Smith’s classroom. This shared classroom discourse show
students’ code switching and appropriating the norms of active learning. In Dr. Smith’s
classroom, the students speak and behave based on active learning classroom discourse.
However, they can still speak and behave based on the lecture-based classroom discourse.
Phase A: Novice Discourse: Initial Classroom Norms of Shared Discourse Represented
Traditional Classroom Practices
Vignette 1. Since Dr. Smith entered into the classroom, students’ eyes had been following
him. He put his laptop on the podium and connected it to the classroom projector
to show his lesson slides. The students were quietly looking at Dr. Smith without
talking with their classmates. In several minutes, Dr. Smith was looking around
students in the classroom finishing his class preparation. The classroom suddenly
became completely silent.
In this section, I demonstrate the features of novice discourse in Dr. Smith’s course at the
beginning of the semester in the orders of classroom interactions, student argumentation, and
other pedagogic strategies. First, the classroom interactions consist of students’ responses to Dr.
Smith’s four primary pedagogical strategies and additional strategies. Then I interpret the
specific features of this novice discourse in which junior and senior engineering students were
disengaged.
One would expect students to embrace and react positively to a more open and engaging
effort to teach them engineering concepts. However, literature is replete with examples of
students not being able to exchange one discourse norm for another. An instructor should devote
a considerable amount of time to re-negotiate norms of discourse with students in class. The
students enter the class having successfully navigated over their formal education based on IRE
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or IRF communication patterns. Thus, they do not have relevant reasons to change their current
norms for a new classroom. As a researcher, I expect to see the presence of their norms from the
old engineering discourse in the new context. When introduced to new classroom norms,
students exhibit confusion, silence, and miscues which the instructor must navigate. I observed
these miscues and the existence of established norms of discourse that need to be renegotiated.
These include student responses to open questions, trust in teacher authority for answers, and
claim without relevant evidence in argument. In sum, these engineering students’ conflict stems
from their pursuing a single answer. In this section, you will see each of these that students are
not aware of to step directly into formulating arguments because they are hindered from past
practices, which have no alignment whatsoever with NGSS or engineering education reform.
Classroom Interactions. Students’ responses to Dr. Smith’s pedagogical strategies were
rare at the beginning of the semester. Although Dr. Smith used a variety of pedagogical
strategies based on active learning instruction to engage his students in learning in class, students
hardly participated in any learning activities. Dr. Smith mainly used four strategies in each class
and varied his instruction with additional strategies based on the objective of each lesson. The
four main strategies included: 1) opened ended questions, 2) collaborative problem solving, 3)
authority/emotions, and 4) foreshadow of students’ arguments. Next, I elaborate students’
responses to each strategy in class.
Student questions in whole class discussions. Early in the semester, Dr. Smith’s
students did not actively engage in a variety of learning activities. Among those many activities,
in whole class discussions, students and Dr. Smith frequently confronted an uncomfortable
classroom atmosphere. Briefly reviewing main content knowledge in the lesson, in the
“Question & Answer” session, Dr. Smith said, “Do you have any questions?” During his class,
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Dr. Smith constantly monitored whether students understood what they were learning because
the goal of his lesson was to help students accomplish their learning with him and their peers in
class as much as possible, which is the objective of his active learning. However, students in Dr.
Smith’s classroom still retained their familiar receptive norms of engineering classroom
discourse. No student asked questions. “Do you really have any question?” asked Dr. Smith.
“Come on! I know some of you wanna have some questions for me.” Students remained quiet.
Some students were looking around and others were scribbling something in their notebooks.
They avoided eye contact with Dr. Smith. During whole class discussions, Dr. Smith could not
maintain his interaction with students due to few student questions. The duration of interactions
between Dr. Smith and his students were also short. Further, the type of student questions was
frequently a factual question, which represented students still maintained their old norms of
engineering classroom discourse.
The number of student questions. Despite many questions from Dr. Smith during
classes, student questions were few in this phase. During a class, Dr. Smith frequently initiated
his lesson with a question to examine his students’ prior knowledge to learn new content. The
students did not ask questions after Dr. Smith’s lessons either. The following figure shows the
number of student questions to Dr. Smith in the novice classroom discourse phase.
In the following figure, students asked no question to Dr. Smith in class during the first
two classroom observations. The figure shows the number of questions students asked to Dr.
Smith increased only slightly early in the semester. Since the first class, Dr. Smith had constantly
emphasized the importance of students’ participation and asking questions during lessons.
Moreover, Dr. Smith frequently encouraged students to asked questions to him whenever they
needed his help. Based on the norms of the classroom discourse that Dr. Smith promoted for his
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students, active class participation and sharing ideas with others, students could always ask
questions during a class. Indeed, at every class students could ask questions to Dr. Smith at the
beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the class; (1) after a review session of readings and
video lecture, (2) after two or four whole class lessons, (3) during group two or three problem
solving activities, and (4) just before the end of each class. Early in the semester, Dr. Smith
asked many questions to his students but always ended up answering his own question by
himself without student responses.
Figure 6. The Number of Student Questions in Dr. Smith’s classes
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The low number of student questions, in whole class discussions, also resulted in short
period times between student-teacher interactions. Even though Dr. Smith repeatedly
encouraged his students to engage in pair, small, and large group activities, students seldom
responded. The duration of student-teacher interaction is as below.
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Figure 7. Duration of Students-Teacher Interaction in Whole Class Discussions
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Here, this graph shows how little students and Dr. Smith maintained their interactions in whole
class discussions. Because students asked few questions and also few factual questions, Dr.
Smith had few opportunities to share his interaction with students. The short duration of student
and Dr. Smith interaction early in the semester shows a typical feature of content transfer
engineering classroom. The students had learned and practiced the norms of classroom discourse
from their engineering professors. However, the duration of their interaction gradually increased
from 0 minute to 4 minutes in this phase. The mean was 1.5 minutes.
The quality of student’ questions. At the beginning of the semester, students
predominantly asked questions about the definitions of engineering terms and content
knowledge. After Dr. Smith explained complex procedures of chemical reaction or complicated
mathematical equations, they requested Dr. Smith to clarify them.
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In a class from early in the semester, Dr. Smith reviewed important points of previous
lessons that students needed to better understand. He explained ‘Regression Analysis’ to his
students to calculate and analyze kinetic data with different technological tools. This computer
software for engineering students supported them in analyzing the trend of data from their
experiments. Dr. Smith’s students used EXCEL, MATLAB, and MAPLE as other engineering
classes of similar disciplines did. He emphasized that students would do the similar practices
with technicians as engineers for their future company. First, Dr. Smith explained that Microsoft
Excel was particularly convenient for organizing and manipulating data, and displaying graphs
of data. Thus, using the graph, student could identify the trend of data they analyzed. However,
Dr. Smith emphasized that engineers need to know the uncertainly is these data. With a block of
temperatures and rate coefficient variables, Dr. Smith showed the trend of the data at different
temperatures with the EXCEL line graph. Dr. Smith demonstrates how to use the ‘Linest’
function that made engineering work easier. After finishing explanation, Dr. Smith asked a
question to his students.
Smith:
Mary:
Smith:

Mary:
Smith:
Mary:
Smith:
Mary:

Anybody see what’s missing here? (6 Seconds)
Uncertainty.
Missing uncertainty. Trend line is not giving you uncertainty.
How do you find uncertainty in these things? (5 seconds)
What you gonna do? (6 seconds)
You gonna use a function called ‘Linest’…
It’s very important to have the uncertainty in the parameters when you
report these things in your company report paper…Questions? (3
seconds)
What is r squared (r2)?
It's called 'correlation coefficient'. Okay? It basically, if it is exactly one,
that means the data are perfectly correlated. It follows a straight line. If
it is zero, it's anti-correlated.
So it's like squares of the errors.
Yes, it does. It comes from standard deviation with the variance of,
Oh!
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Here, Mary asked a question about a definition of a term, still a low-level question, to Dr. Smith.
Mary said “What is r2?” She requested Dr. Smith to clarify the definition of r2, a mathematical
term in the cell of the EXCEL sheet. Although kindly answering the definition of r2 to Mary, Dr.
Smith had already explained it several times, explaining the aim to learn ‘Regression analysis.
Earlier classroom observation videos showed Dr. Smith’s students asked only a few lower orderthinking questions to clarify their factual knowledge without higher order thinking question such
as applying, evaluating, and synthesizing questions. The types of students’ questions limited to
lower order thinking question at the early semester.
Students’ oral and written argument. Constructing an argument is one of norms of
classroom discourse that Dr. Smith encouraged his engineering student to acquire in class.
Although undergraduate engineering students registered in this engineering course, it was not
surprising that they had difficulty in logically presenting their ideas with either oral or written
argument because they had little experienced to learn engineering by exchanging ideas with
other students and their professors in class. The junior and senior engineering students had
learned engineering knowledge that their professors transferred in class. Seldom responding to
Dr. Smith’s questions at this phase, students often provided a few key words with Dr. Smith
without full descriptions of their ideas. The following excerpt shows a typical pattern of
students’ oral argument between Dr. Smith’s questions and a student’s answers.
Dr. Smith’s students had difficulties in collaboratively learning engineering by
interacting with their classmates, as opposed to learning by receiving direct answers from their
professors because they had become accustomed to this test preparation engineering learning.
The following conversation shows how Dr. Smith’s students participated in ‘Three Slide
Presentation’ activity in the second classroom observation. In the following conversations, Dr.
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Smith tried to encourage his students to practice oral and written argumentation through
negotiating ideas, persuading others, and presenting the group solution in front of peers.
Smith:

Students:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:

Take out three sheets of paper. You can work with a couple of people. Okay?
You're gonna prepare for what is called, '3 Slides of Presentation'…
So you figure out what are in three pieces of information to put on… Actually, I
can still give you lectures all this stuff and done an example for you using those
inequalities…But in the end, I don't think it's a great learning experience in either
way…You learn when you sit down and try to use the information by
yourself…If you help someone doing their homework, you suddenly understand
it much better than you did before you were doing. The typical thing that
students do…They just mimic what were done in the other example…I will roam
around the room. If you have any questions about this, flag me down. That's a
whole idea. Okay?
(Students had a 15-minute group discussion but few students exchanged
conversations with others)
Okay, is there any brave soul, did presentations on the prototype, willing to come
up and share, testing the flow?
(Some are facing down and others are looking around without words)
I won’t force anybody to this. Anybody?

Here, no student volunteered to share the answers that their group drew with the whole class.
Despite their professor’s continuous request, they looked down, scribbled on their notebooks or
looked around at other students. Dr. Smith already recognized that most groups completed their
solution by monitoring students’ discussion during the period of the group. Thus, the reason
students failed to volunteer and present their solution in public was not because they failed to
find answers to the assigned questions but because they were either afraid of giving a wrong
answer to the class or unfamiliar with volunteering and sharing their solution.
Moreover, students in Dr. Smith’s class also had difficulty in constructing written
arguments as well as oral argument. Students had more opportunities to use oral arguments than
to use written argument in this class. They showed their skills of written arguments in the
pretest. The following written answers were typical patterns to present their ideas to the openended question of the test (appendix Z).
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Kevin: I am not sure.
Nate: I will probably use a CSTR, not sure about everything else.
Evan: I will run my experiments by using saponification method.
Here, three short written responses were typical students answers to the open-ended question. “I
am not sure”, “no idea,” and “I can’t finish this question.” Majority of students in Dr. Smith
class neither wrote relevant answers to answer the question nor tried to write them. Some were
meaningless short sentences that filled the textbox. Others were general statements that made a
list of their ideas about experimenting procedures without justifying them with support ideas. I
cannot maintain that the majority of Dr. Smith’s students possessed no skill of presenting their
ideas logically because this pretest question evaluated students’ prior-knowledge before they
started learning the units using reaction engineering simulators. The lack of students’ content
knowledge could result in students’ low proficiency of written argumentation.
Collaborative problem-solving activities. Dr. Smith’s students frequently did not
engage in collaborative learning activities. When Dr. Smith asked them to start small group
problem solving activities, students were passive. Although some started discussing their
problems with their peers in the same group, most students turned their bodies toward their peers
who were sitting next to them but seldom talked but smiled each other. Dr. Smith’s students
seemed to be indifferent to the assigned small group problem solving activity and students were
also not familiar with the active learning classroom discourse. Students seldom talked with their
peers and Dr. Smith. They were just puzzled at the new classroom discourse, active learning
discourse different from lecture-based classroom discourse with few questions. This student
disengagement showed students still applied their old norms of engineering classroom discourse.
The active learning classroom discourse was new to Dr. Smith’s students early in the semester.
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Moreover, students wanted a direct answer to the question their professor assigned
instead of finding their own ways to reach a solution by negotiating their different ideas with
their classmates. Rather than valuing the procedures, students want to arrive to the solutions as
fast as they can. Focusing on being correct, students consider collaborative learning a waste of
time. The engineering students deem it important to write down solutions of mathematical
problems their professors solve on a blackboard to prepare for tests. The test heavily influenced
their grades of the course. Many students consider their good test scores as the ultimate goal to
achieve in engineering courses.
Because students have become accustomed to this test preparation engineering learning,
they have difficulty in collaboratively learning engineering by interacting with their classmates,
as opposed to learning by receiving direct answers from their professors. For example, in the
following conversation, during small group activities, students remained silent although their
professors continued to ask for volunteers to share their solutions with classmates in public.
Smith:

Students:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:

One of those presentations up with the problem backed up because there
are all data stuff like that. I will roam around the room like I usually do. If
you have any questions about this, flag me down. That's a whole idea.
Okay?
[Some students start whispering, makes a group]
[10 minutes later] Okay, is there any brave soul, did presentations on the
proto type, willing to come up and share, testing the flow.
[10 seconds of silence]
I won’t force anybody to this. Anybody?
[5 seconds of silence]
How about the testing for transport limitation?
[Smith is looking around students with smile]
I know there’s someone working on these presentations.
[Silence]
Then, let’s talk about how you would do this presentation.

Here, no student volunteered to share the answers that their group drew with the whole class.
Despite their professor’s continuous request, they looked down, scribbled on their notebooks or
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looked around at other students. Dr. Smith already recognized that most groups completed their
solution by monitoring students’ discussion during the period of the group. Thus, the reason
students failed to volunteer and present their solution in public was not because they did not find
answers to the assigned questions, but because they were either afraid of giving a wrong answer
to the class or unfamiliar with volunteering and sharing their solution.
When I recalled that students had learned engineering courses mainly by lectures, it
became understandable why they hesitated to volunteer and present their group solutions in
public. In lecture-based engineering classrooms, students copied verbatim their professors’
lecture notes, calculated mathematic equations, and memorized abstract content knowledge
rather than discussing their ideas with others and presenting them in public. Constructing an
interactive learning community among undergraduate engineering students is challenging in the
early stages of the semester. Students who had been familiar with the classroom discourse of
traditional lecture had difficulties in being engaged in the classroom discourse of active learning
that encouraged their involved class participation.
The number of student questions during problem solving activities. The mean number
of students’ questions was 4.5 questions during two in-class problem-solving activities in the
novice phase (See. figure 8). For the four group activities at the beginning of the semester,
almost no 44 junior and senior engineering students asked Dr. Smith a question for about 60
minutes (15 minutes for each activity). Whenever students began an activity, Dr. Smith said, “If
you have any questions, flag me down” and repeatedly reminded them of the importance of
solving their uncertainty with him in class. “I don’t like quiet. Any questions? You’d better
understand how to solve this problem with me and your friends now.” However, Dr. Smith’s
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encouragement did not help his students actively ask his questions and engage in the group
activities with peers.
In the figure 8, student had no participation in two small group problem-solving activities
in the first classroom. Though each group consisted of three to five members, students neither
exchanged their opinions with peers nor asked Dr. Smith a question. According to the figure, the
number of student question to their professor gradually increases during small group problemsolving activities in each classroom observation. However, when I analyzed who asked
questions in each activity, only two or three students asked individual questions regardless of the
group discussion with other group members.
Within this period, two female students dominated questioning to Dr. Smith. They asked
69% of all student questions. Though the professor gave students freedom of asking questions,
the engineering students hardly asked a question to Dr. Smith while he was walking around
groups in class.
Based on their learned norms of academic discourse from a teacher centered lecturebased instruction from previous engineering classroom, Dr. Smith’s students were receptive in
learning in class. They expected that their professor lectured lessons and taught them how to
solve a problem. Thus, students were perplexed at how they started this group problem solving
activity, from what they started it, and who started talking. The engineering students mainly
remained silent in the classrooms despite Dr. Smith’s constant encouragement for asking
question in the novice phase.
The low number of student questions in this group activity was surprised me because
students were not concerned about a risk of asking a wrong question at which made their peers
laugh. Their risks were low. However, regardless of whether a group activity was challenging
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or not, the junior and senior engineering students remained reticent. Students’ low participation
in group problem solving activities could show their conflicts in this collaborative active learning
strategy. Students who participated in interviews described and justified the experience of
school life with explanation that emphasized struggle with their identities that were neither
learners nor students, but survivors. The definition of engineering students as survivors
represented their struggling identities between the worlds of engineering students and that of
school. One of interviewees, Wesley was one of them.
Figure 8. The Number of Students’ Questions to Dr. Smith During Small Group ProblemSolving Activities.
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laugh. Their risks were low. However, regardless of whether a group activity was challenging
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or not, the junior and senior engineering students remained reticent. Students’ low participation
in group problem solving activities could show their conflicts in this collaborative active learning
strategy. Students who participated in interviews described and justified the experience of
school life with explanation that emphasized struggle with their identities that were neither
learners nor students, but survivors. The definition of engineering students as survivors
represented their struggling identities between the worlds of engineering students and that of
school. One of interviewees, Wesley was one of them.
Wesley was a junior engineering student who was neatly dressed in a well-ironed striped
shirt, straight denim shorts, and blue running shoes). Since our interview started, he had
continued to look at his phone and check out his time throughout our interview room. I came to
know Wesley as a high achieving student whose classroom behaviors always focused on Dr.
Smith’s talk and learning activities. For instance, his classmates frequently asked questions to
him while they were solving individual and group questions. Two or three classmates asked for
his help in class. During the interview with him, I asked him two questions about classroom
activities in Dr. Smith’s class.
Yonghee: I’ve seen students work with other students a lot in Dr. Smith’s class. What do
you think working with other students in class? What if you have different
opinions with other people?
Wesley: I like working with another person. But I don't like working with more than two
people. Just two people is OK because if I'm wrong, the other person can say,
‘hey, that's wrong.’ But if you work with three, four or five people. It gets hard
to coordinate different ideas and express your ideas…It takes too much time to do
this. We have too much stuff to do. So I just follow whatever everyone else
agrees on because a lot of the problems with group work is that person don't
agree or don't like the methods other people use. If you keep that factor down,
then you guys can work better. Even if you think the other person’s wrong, you
do better job if you don't have that much dissent.
Yonghee: How about other group activities Dr. Smith used in class like ‘Fun and Games’?
Wesley: Well, ‘Fun and games’…I think it's kind of pointless. They are kind of fun.
Early in the morning, if you really don't want to work, sometimes 'Fun and
games' gives you a little relief.
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In this conversation, Wesley elaborated how much his life as an engineering student was
challenging. He repeatedly pointed out ‘engineering students only have small amount of times
and ‘too much stuff to do’. For example, Wesley evaluated ‘Fun and Game’ activity as
‘pointless’ because he preferred Dr. Smith’s direct instruction. He considered teacher-centered
instruction as more efficient because ‘collaborative learning activities’ and ‘group discussion’
took too much times but professors’ immediate answers could save his time. His preference to
teacher-centered lecture was different from the other nine out of ten engineering students who
indicated in interviews that they favored Dr. Smith’s collaborative instruction.
During this interview, Wesley continuously stressed how busy engineering students’ lives
were; how much time he invested; and how much effort was needed to receive good grades in
engineering courses. Wesley argued that ‘Engineering students only have small amount of time’,
‘I can’t spend too much time on Dr. Smith’s class’, ‘It’s not easy for engineering students to get
over 3.0 as their GPA here’. Although he indicated that he was satisfied with Dr. Smith’s active
learning instruction especially with his video lectures and simulators, Wesley still preferred
receiving immediate answers from his professor over investing his time in negotiating with his
classmates and drawing conclusions through discussion. After the interview finished, I handed a
five-dollar gift card to him for his participation. “Five dollars is actually too little,” chuckled
Wesley and added, “I think it should be at least 20 dollars. Engineering students are always
busy. I have to prepare for a tomorrow quiz after this interview.”
Moving from authority of a professor of curriculum. Early in the semester, students
were indifferent to engaging in Dr. Smith’s pedagogical strategies and passive in Dr. Smith’s
effort to build rapport with them. Dr. Smith frequently invited his student to lower their anxiety
in class using humor. However, its consequence is not always promising at instructors predicted.
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In early October, students were very quiet at the classroom in a Monday morning waiting for
their professor. Dr. Smith, as usual, entered into the classroom at 9:00 am on time. Preparing
his lesson, he pulled down a big screen to show his presentation slides and looked around
students. He played a song loudly. With a brass band song, trumpeting through the computer
speakers Dr. Smith started jumping around in front of his students.
Smith:

Students:
Mark:
Josh:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:
Students:
Smith:

Get up! Get up! Jump around! Come on!
(Start shouting and jumping with waving two hands up and down)
I got and get me! Come on! Jump around!
I can’t do this for whole song. It might probably kill me.
Come on! Come on! Jump around!
(Students are just laughing and watching his instructor jumping around)
Yeah! (Stand up and jump around)
Oh:: (Clapping hands)
Now, where are we? (Stop jumping and hold his breath.)
(All laughing loudly)
I’m not kidding. Google it. You can find ‘Jump around’ at the YouTube.
(Many students start talking with other students)
All right. Let’s solve the problem. This design equation…

This conversation illustrated that Dr. Smith initially failed make his students participate in this
performance. Although he encouraged his students to stand up and jump around, only one
student inactively responded to this action. The rest just laughed after Dr. Smith stopped
jumping around. It was the sedentary and disinterested behavior that the undergraduate
engineering students was taught in school. Not only in Dr. Smith’s classroom, this students’
disengagement occurs in any classroom where students meet a different classroom discourse
from the classroom they had been taught. Thus, Dr. Smith’s students acted normal because they
followed the norms of the undergraduate engineering courses that they took for last two or three
years. However, the action of ‘jumping around’ gave the engineering student a signal that this
engineering course would have a different classroom atmosphere than common engineering
courses. I found students looked more relaxed and animated after watching Dr. Smith’s
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surprising jumping around. Students who were lethargic before Dr. Smith came in the classroom
were laughing and finally began talking with students around themselves.
Phase B: Appropriation Phase: Student Engagement Emerging During an Active Learning
Activities
Vignette 2.

After reviewing the key points in the units of the day’s lesson since the class
started, Dr. Smith showed a problem statement on the screen and said, “What I
would like you to do is set this problem up”. Students, however, did not start
solving the problem. They did not talk but stayed still. The professor said,
“What do I mean by setup? Somebody explains it to me.” Jake answered,
“Solve the equations.” Dr. Smith confirmed the answer was correct by pointing
to Jake with his fingers. “Ok! Those equations are what kinds of equations?”
“Ordinary differential equations,” answered Andrew in a few seconds.
“Ordinary differential equations!” Dr. Smith’s strong voice again confirmed
Andrew’s answer was correct. Several students responded to Dr. Smith’s series
of questions during the whole group discussion. Others, however, seldom talked
to other group members.

In this section, I present how during the appropriation phase, students started to engage
more in active learning discourse but did not consistently appropriate these norms. Compared to
the novice phase, student participation in whole group discussions and group problem solving
activities increased quantitatively and qualitatively. This appropriation phase shows three
characteristics: (1) an increase of the number of student questions and the duration of student
participation, (2) an improvement of the quality of student questions, (3) and the emerging of
extensive student-teacher interactions in class. These evidences of improving student
engagement result from student practices in questioning and responding, and participating in
collaborative problem-solving activities. Dr. Smith was establishing participatory classroom
discourse with students in class,
Dr. Smith’s students were moving beyond their learned discourse norms and interactions
which had been acquired in more than a decade of STEM content courses which precede and
perpetuated on through traditional engineering education programs. These norms are best
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characterized by passive responses to their professors, the presumed knowers and experts. Their
engagement with Dr. Smith and peers was becoming interactive. In fact, the types of student
questions and responses were often limited within a single turn between students and Dr. Smith.
These short dialogues that often cover factual knowledge indicate that students’ competence of
active learning discourse is developing (with regard to the complex discourse norms Dr. Smith
was hoping to appropriate) so that students did not participate in all collaborative class activities
with confidence, yet. Dr. Smith’s orchestration of interactive lectures and active learning
instruction, however, fostered student participation and engagement.
However, students partially engage in Dr. Smith’s lessons, which required them to ask
questions, respond, and participate during group problem-solving activities. In contrast to Dr.
Smith’s expectation, students would wrongly place them into learned settings where they are
accustomed and mastered. The familiar classroom setting is that they have been enculturated
into classrooms where passive IRE norms of discourse have been promoted and even rewarded.
When students were passive and stayed without much conversation, Dr. Smith explained to his
students why he taught using active learning instruction. Dr. Smith tried to enable his students to
practice new norms of learning discourse contrasting a receptive discourse to a participatory
discourse.
Smith: Actually, I told you why I teach this class this way. A day like this probably
doesn't matter. I can still give you lectures all this stuff and done an example
for you using those equations. Or I can give it to you with many problems.
But in the end, I don't think it's a great experience in either way. But most of
the time you don't learn a whole lot from professors up here. You learn when
YOU sit down and TRY to use the information by YOURSELF.
Here, Dr. Smith clearly explains the goal of his active learning strategies to his students before
they started the activity. The professor tried to justify the goal of his instruction that would help
students promote their active learning. He emphasized why active learning in important for
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students instead of learning engineering in the ways in which they had been familiar with
through lectures and mathematical problems. To encourage student participation, Dr. Smith
constantly reminds students of presenting and sharing their ideas with their peers. He was
continuously trying to renegotiate the norms of classroom discourse from day 1.
In the statement of “You learn when YOU sit down and TRY to use the information by
YOURSELF”, Dr. Smith also articulates the importance of student agency, ‘YOU’ and
‘YOURSELF and values process of learning, ‘TRY’ by stressing the words by stressing the
words. Emphasizing the value of students’ ownership, Dr. Smith tried to break out the hierarchy
between a professor and students. The encouraging statement of student participation might be
considered as a didactic statement that teachers typically use with students in classrooms.
Dr. Smith’s students much depended on their professor’s expertise and expected him to
provide them with correct answers. Like many students in university engineering courses,
students in Dr. Smith’s class struggled with reading and understanding difficult engineering
contents by themselves prior to class. They could struggle with solving complex mathematical
equations specified in engineering problems. Some of them did not prepare for classes enough to
engage in collaborative dialogues in classes. Consequently, they mainly expected Dr. Smith to
transfer knowledge and provide correct solutions to numerous mathematical problems.
Many engineering students paid much attention to listening to copy what their professor
wrote, took comprehensive notes, and solved complex engineering mathematics problems. Thus,
it was a surprising argument, ‘You learn when you sit down and try to use the information by
yourself.’ Dr. Smith says that he is not the only one who teaches everything to make students
learn but students are the one who learn by doing and thinking. Giving student agency, he shares
his authority with students in class and facilitates them to be willing to follow the interactive
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ways in which he teaches engineering. Dr. Smith again promotes students’ active participation.
Hence, I will demonstrate the shift in classroom discourse from the novice phase to the
appropriation phase through an analysis of student interactions, student responses, and
argumentation emerging in the middle of the semester.
Classroom Interaction. Compared to student classroom interactions in the novice
phase, students became participating more in the appropriation phase. There were several
students who frequently participated in whole class discussion and in small group problem
solving activities. Among these students, Steve was more verbal to Dr. Smith. I asked her what
made him engaged in class.
Lee: Do you think the activity is helpful for your study?
Steve: I think it’s extremely helpful because his demeanor, he expects you to get it. You
kind of like live up to it. It doesn’t give a pressure and he is not acting like that but
you are responsible for your work. It kind of makes sure you to get it. My friends
help me and me help my friends to understand the material. Actually, it’s the
quickest I am ever grasping the material in engineering courses. This working
with other people doing a problem, with him there, help us when we are all
stumped. It is a nice little formula and feedback.
In this dialogue, Steve clearly pointed out why he frequently participated in class. He addressed
important aspects of Dr. Smith’s instruction, as examples of “…he expects you to get it. You
kind of like live up to it”, “My friends help me and me help my friends to understand the
material,” and “This working with other people do a problem, with him there, help us when we
are all stumped. It is a nice little formula and feedback”. An important point to remember here is
that Steve might not be fully understand the aim of Dr. Smith’s instruction. However, he had
better insight than other students.
As Dr. Smith invited, encouraged, and challenged them to engaged in whole group
discussions, students showed appropriating the new norm of classroom discourse in various
ways. They started engaging in different active learning activities. Asking questions in whole
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class discussions is evident of their stronger participation.
Student questions in whole class discussions. In the appropriation phase, students’
classroom participation in whole class discussion characterizes in two ways: student asked more
and better questions. First, two to four students frequently engaged in dialogues with Dr. Smith.
Second, students began asking their professor good questions, that is, reasoning questions,
instead of asking definitions of terms.
The number of student questions. In the appropriation phase, the number of student
questions to Dr. Smith s much increased from those in the prior phase. At Question and Answers
sessions about readings and lecture videos, at least two or three students asked Dr. Smith
questions. Moreover, they interrupted Dr. Smith and asked him questions during his lecturing or
explaining to whole students. The following figure shows the number of student questions at
each classroom observation in the appropriation phase.
Figure 9. Student questions during whole class discussions in the emerging discourse
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Here, the solid line shows that the mean number of student questions considerably increased
from 2 to 10 in the whole class discussions of the appropriate phase from those of the novice
phase. Dr. Smith’s students asked five times more questions than they did early in the semester.
In the graph, although the number of student question in each class fluctuates, the trend line
shows that the number of student questions is increasing in whole class discussions. Asking
more question can indicate that students started appropriating norms of active learning discourse.
However, this repetition of more responsive and less responsive questioning from students can
show that their appropriation of active learning discourse was still developing. This fluctuation
also demonstrates that they applied their old norms of a lecture-based discourse as well as new
norms of active learning discourse.
As the number of student questions increased, the duration of student-teacher interaction
increased in this period. Although not all students always actively interacted with Dr. Smith and
other students by questioning and responding, several active students apparently much
contributed to extending student-teacher interaction. The average duration of student-teacher
interaction increases in the middle phase.
In the figure, the solid line shows that the duration of student-teacher interaction
increased from 1.5 minutes to 6.3 minutes in whole discussions. Although the duration of
student-teacher interaction also fluctuated at each class, the trend line shows that Dr. Smith’s
students more engaged in whole group discussions with their professor and peers at this period
than what they did in the novice phase. With increasing the number of student questions,
increasing student-teacher interactions can also show that students started appropriating the
norms of active learning discourse.
Furthermore, although student questions a little increased, the times Dr. Smith spent
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answering their question considerably increased. Although most questions that students asked
were short factual questions, Dr. Smith did not just provide them with short and definite answers
but extend individual students’ questions to whole group discussions with answering those
questions. When students asked him reasoning questions, Dr. Smith invited a whole class to
think about potential answers, not just one answer. When a student responded, Dr. Smith
scaffolded the response that invited other students to extend and engage in the dialogue toward
directions of the participatory discourse. At these teachable moments, Dr. Smith always invested
sufficient times to encourage whole students to share and negotiate their ideas with peers, and
present their conclusion in front of a whole class. Following sections demonstrate how student
questions can influence characteristics of student-teacher interaction.
Figure 10. Duration of Students-Teacher Interaction in Whole Class Discussions
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Smith explained general steps for data analysis of a Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR) to
whole students. In this lesson, he taught students converting a single type of composition
variable and explained different approaches to calculate equations in terms of different variables
in a liquid phase and a gas phase respectively. During Dr. Smith’s explanation, Clair interrupted
it and asked a question. Felix also engaged in this dialogue.
Smith: …If it's a liquid phase, in this class, we always assume inlet and outlet flow
rates are always the same. If it's a gas phase system, the outlet volumetric
flow rate can be related to the outlet molar flow rate like through the way in
density… So these are the substitution you will make or cut down on the
numbers of variables you have (1s)
Clair: Is that equation for liquid, instead of gas?
Smith: It's for liquid. It's basically you had liquid where there was delta v mixing so
that the density changed with the composition. Actually I have an interesting
story. Back on when I worked for Mobil between my undergrad and going to
grad school, it was the first time people started talking about, they called that
'gasohol'. It was gasoline with like 5 or 10% ethanol mixed in…if you have 9
gallons of gasoline and mix one gallon of ethanol in do it, you get a 10 1/2
gallons of the product. There is delta v of mixing. So they can sell more
gallons than they mix together…So in that case we used the equations. If
mixing the two pure components didn't give you the volume, the sum of the
volume that you just used the expression like that A good question! Another
question?
Clair: I wondered if pressures didn't change in the reactor.
Smith: The only reactor we have, pressure changing in the reactor, is a plug flow
reactor… In an CSTRs, there is no fluid pressure drop because there is no real
velocity change…Those variations of the pressure from the top of the reactor
to the top of the reactor and so forth are so small. So we just neglect it. (2s)
Felix So in the batch reactor, we consider it.
Smith: That was a change with respect to time.
Felix: So we don't consider it because…
Smith: With the CSTR, we don't have to worry about...First of all, this is a steady
state…So the pressure stays higher. But the volumetric flow rate increases.
Okay? Because it' a flow reactor versus a closed system. Other questions?
In this dialogue, one salient feature of students’ questions is that students initiate dialogues with
direct and indirect questions. In the middle of Dr. Smith’s explanation, ‘Is that equation for
liquid, instead of gas?” asked Clair. In fact, Clair did not even raise her hand to ask for her
professor’s permission. In addition to a brief answer to the Clair’s question, Dr. Smith takes a an
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example of using a equation by telling a short story based on his real work experience. The story
about mixing gasoline and ethanol is relevant to help students make sense of the mathematical
expression they learned. Clair’s good question triggered this interesting real life example. Thus,
it is important for students to initiate a dialogue and choose a topic that they want to discuss
about because it can stimulate the direction of interactions and in-depth dialogues with
subsequent student participations. In above dialogues, both Clair and Felix asked an additional
question to Dr. Smith to explain the evidence and the reason of their understandings. Students’
initiation of a dialogue can indicate developing interactive classroom discourse in class.
Students’ oral and written argument. Students avoid answering a reasoning question
Dr. Smith’s students have a difficulty in answering a question of reasoning. The students did not
respond to the question, “How far does it drop?” To answer this question, students need to use
their factual knowledge and understand the processes of the chemical reaction when the
concentration drops as a result of adding a reactant. This question can be more difficult for
students because they need to apply their knowledge to answer, instead of a factual answer that
they can memorize. Since the semester started, students had struggled in responding to
reasoning that Dr. Smith asked them in class. It is either because students do not know answers
the questions or because they do not want to take a risk to give a wrong answer in public. It is
evident that Dr. Smith’s students less engaged in challenging questions to answer. In fact,
following the learned discourse from their schooling would be expected from engineering
students who had practiced and mastered traditional discourse norms in IRE classrooms.
In this situation, a typical discourse pattern of the appropriate phase revealed, which a
specific student answered without majority’s participation. When Dr. Smith asked a question, ‘Is
that good or bad?’ about evaluating the change of temperature, Steve showed that he well
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understood the behavior of temperature in his engineering reaction in that he claimed that the
question was not to choose one or the other but to an open-ended question and that the answer
varied depending on the conditions. Considering the nature of this dialogue, it is not only
insufficiently interactive in that student participation frequently limited but also authoritative in
that Dr. Smith appeared to control the lesson by initiating questions that decided the next topic of
dialogue with students.
Other students were recognizing that there were new classroom norms that Dr. Smith was
trying to set up. Students as a whole were appropriating because they were finding faults and
laughing at what appears to be an obvious violation of the rules of which Dr. Smith reminded
them. For instance, it would be like asking a student to get up and write on the board. Yet they
do not understand the instructions. Thus, they just stand up, pat their head and spin around and
sit back down. Everyone laughs. In this case, they see and hear what Dr. Smith is after in a new
discourse setting. It is strong evidence that they are beginning to appropriate and operate by a
new set of discourse norms. Dr. Smith is making progress because students laugh.
After students laughed, Dr. Smith still wanted to talk about the change of temperatures
and its impact on the reaction in a CSTR. In this excerpt, Dr. Smith’s students showed a strong
engagement in this whole group discussion about good conditions for the reaction at the
classroom observation 9.
In this conversation, Dr. Smith’s a series of prompting questions stimulated students’
responses. Indeed, instead of asking questions, he could teach students the condition for the
reaction in a CSTR with a sentence. “The reaction of a CSTR would be really good at
exothermic, autocatalytic, and reactant inhibited reaction.” Once Dr. Smith stated this sentence
to students, many students could have tried to memorize what their professor explained. It is
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factual knowledge with an authority. This is a typical engineering students’ behavior when their
professors lecture in class. As junior and senior engineering students, they could recognize this
is important concept to remember even for their next examination.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Smith: Ok? When is it good?
Steve: If the reaction is exothermic,
Smith: If the reaction is exothermic and the reactor is adiabatic, as
soon as it jumps in, if it came in at 25 degrees and it jumps in,
it gets a higher temperature.
What does that due to the rate?
Students: (About 10 students’ chorus) Makes it faster.
Smith: Makes it faster. That's a good thing.
What is due to the concentration? (3s)
Juan: Makes it smaller
Smith: Makes it smaller. What is that typically due to the rate?
Concentration of the reaction goes down...
Greg: Rate goes down.
Smith: Rate goes down. So you have a kind of tradeoff. You get a
higher rate because you got a higher temperature but you get a
lower rate because you got a lower concentration (pause and
look around for 5s). When would a CSTR be REEEEALY
good?
Leah: When they have a large amount of …(unclear)
Sam: Instantaneous…(unclear)
Smith: In terms of this argument of dilution that kind of stuff…
Brian: ...... exothermic, autocatalytic, reactant inhibited reaction.
Smith: Yeah, exothermic, autocatalytic, and reactant inhibited
reaction. Decrease the reactant concentration. You increase a
product concentration, and you increase the temperature. All
win.

Initiation
Response
Feedback
Initiation
Response
Feedback
Initiation
Response
Feedback
Initiation
Response
Feedback

Initiation
Response
Response
Feedback
Response
Feedback

Here, Dr. Smith’s a series of prompting questions stimulated students’ responses. Indeed,
instead of asking questions, he could teach students the condition for the reaction in a CSTR with
a sentence. “The reaction of a CSTR would be really good at exothermic, autocatalytic, and
reactant inhibited reaction.” Once Dr. Smith stated this sentence to students, many students
could have tried to memorize what their professor explained. It is factual knowledge with an
authority. This is a typical engineering students’ behavior when their professors lecture in class.
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As junior and senior engineering students, they could recognize this is important concept to
remember even for their next examination.
Dr. Smith, instead, invited students to participate in this dialogue by asking a question,
‘When is it good?’ Steve quickly answered (Turn 3). Dr. Smith and students were extending
their dialogues by continuously exchanged responses and feedbacks. Multiple students started
joining. In the chain of dialogues immediately after Dr. Smith gave feedback and asked followup questions. Then, without evaluation, Dr. Smith repeated the answer, which indirectly
confirmed that Steve’s answer, and explained what specific reactions occurred at certain
conditions in a CSTR. To help students understand of how the reactant worked, Dr. Smith
frequently used everyday language. It is Dr. Smith’s primary teaching strategy to connect
everyday language to language of science.
Collaborative Problem-Solving Activities. Students in the appropriated phase much
actively participated in diverse collaborative problem solving activities. Among many active
learning activities, there were always more volunteers in individual students’ writing a solution
on a board. Different from a similar activity in a traditional mathematical calculation activity,
students who were sitting on their chairs can advise and critique students who were writing their
solutions on a board during an activity. In this activity, Dr. Smith asked students to set up an
engineering experiment.
In these conversations, Dr. Smith initially planned to make students solve a start-up
problem of a reaction as a group but chose a different activity. In collaborative problem-solving
activities, he was destroying some of the ways that engineers keep control and management in
the classroom through intimidation – engineering. Difficulties of engineering intimidate students
in class because the students frequently have problems to understand their professors’ lectures.
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When a professor calls out a student and ask a question, students in an engineering classroom
suddenly become silent. The silent classroom still much valued among many teachers who want
to control their students under the name of classroom management. Dr. Smith, however, is
challenging the notions of effective classroom discourse.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Smith: Here is what I would like you to do. This is a start-up problem. It's the
same problem you looked at last time. I would like you to get this setup
to the point where you have specified the initial conditions for the
differential equations to solve this problem. That's the only thing is
really tricky about this problem. So get to work with the persons next to
you. If you get stuck, raise your hands and get me to explain it to you.
You can work with each other. You don't have to sit and try to figure it
out by yourself.
Students: (Start having conversations with other students gradually)
Smith: Let's make it exciting. Let's put a few people up on the board, writing
each of the mole balance and energy balance. Come up and grab a
buddy, a friend, or an enemy.
Students: (Laughing aloud)
Smith: Someone who you wanna be embarrassed with. It's nothing wrong with a
screwed up. I'll give you a book that I got mistakes in. I need a couple
of people who come up here and write a mole balance on methanol. And
here a couple of people write a mole balance on propylene oxide, a
couple of dude on water, and a couple of dude on propylene glycol, a
couple of dude on energy balance. Come on, no guts, no glory. Come
up and write up your mistakes. (1s)

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Reed
Smith:
Students
Chris
Nicole
Jake
Smith:

(Quickly standing up and coming up to a right of the board)
Yeah, this will be like a volunteer. (1s)
(Start having conversation with students sitting next to them)
(Stand up and come up to the left of a board)
(Stand up and come up to the center of a board)
(Stand up and come up to the right. Write a solution.)
It's on the methanol. (Stand behind Jake and speak Jake with a small
voice, pointing a part of the solution that a student is writing wrote.)
Jake: Aha! (Dr. Smith and Jake are having a dialogue, pointing out questions
that Jake wrote on the board)
Smith: Awfully quiet. (Turn around and say to whole students). I don't like
quiet. You should solve this problem by yourself and help them. Don't
sit in here and just watch all these guys doing. Awfully quiet. I don't like
quiet. How many of you have all the balance equations written, mole
and energy? Raise you hands. So I can see. I'll give you a couple of
more minutes. Most critically, figure out what the initial condition
should be. That's the real trick of this problem, any of these problems.
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Here, Dr. Smith initially planned to make students solve a start-up problem of a reaction as a
group but chose a different activity. In collaborative problem-solving activities, he was
destroying some of the ways that engineers keep control and management in the classroom
through intimidation – engineering. Difficulties of engineering intimidate students in class
because the students frequently have problems to understand their professors’ lectures. When a
professor calls out a student and ask a question, students in an engineering classroom suddenly
become silent. The silent classroom still much valued among many teachers who want to control
their students under the name of classroom management. Dr. Smith, however, is challenging the
notions of effective classroom discourse.
As In the above dialogue, the typical notions that Dr. Smith was challenging against the
dominant mystiques of engineering:
• The instructor always has the right answer.
• The instructor is the ONLY knower.
• There is only one right answer.
• Giving a wrong answer is shameful
• Shameful acts like being wrong should never be meaningful to be shared with in class.
• There is public social risk for being wrong in an engineering context.
These narrow notions of science classroom discourse are still prevalent among engineering
faculty in undergraduate classrooms. As Traweek (1990), Latour and Wolgar (1986), and Lemke
(1990) criticized the teacher-centered authoritative discourse in science classrooms over two
decades ago, the discourse in 21st engineering classroom is rigid and authoritative.
In particular, like what Lemke (1990) elaborated ‘Teaching Against the Mystique of
Science,’ Dr. Smith challenged the notions of the mystique of engineering.
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• Be as verbally explicit and universal as possible.
• Use formal language.
• Use Jargons.
• Use objective words.
• Avoid personification, human agents, and human types of action.
• Avoid metaphoric and figurative language.
• Be serious.
From the first class, Dr. Smith had challenged the notion of mystiques of engineering. He
violated all mystiques of engineering. Dr. Smith mainly used colloquial language, showed his
emotions, told stories, made students’ laughter, and the other ways of the mystiques. In his
classroom, learning engineering is student active engagement in learning by participation,
collaborative work through interactive dialogues, and fun.
Dr. Smith varied different types of activities to maintain students’ interest. As usual, he
encouraged his students to work together, volunteer, and solve problems on a board in public.
First of all, he tried to help students feel comfortable to participate in the activity like a game or a
competition by saying ‘Let’s put a few people up on the board…Come up and grab a buddy, a
friend, or an enemy.’ All students in the classroom laughed aloud. Making students laugh is one
of Dr. Smith’s effective strategies to foster their engagement in active learning.
Furthermore, embracing student mistakes also help creating a safe space for students to
take risks. Dr. Smith did not just didactically say to students, ‘Making mistakes is a good thing.
Anybody makes mistakes.’ He constantly encouraged his students to take risks. At this time,
Dr. Smith says, “It’s nothing wrong with a screwed up. I’ll give you a book that I got mistakes
in…Come on. No guts, no glory. Come up and write up your mistakes.” While I was listening
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to his cheering statement, I wanted to volunteer and tried to write up my solution in public.
Because I knew that the aim of Dr. Smith’s activity was not to test my knowledge but to help me
understand what I learned, making mistakes could be considered as a part of learning processes.
After Reed quickly stood up and came up to the board to write his solution in front of his
classmates, Dr. Smith praised his volunteering. Immediately after Reed, Chris, Nicole, and Jake
stood up almost at the same time, came up, and started writing their solutions on a board. Then,
the professor monitored volunteers’ solutions and helped Jake solve his problem quietly.
Students would not feel embarrassed at making mistakes at this safe classroom environment.
However, Dr. Smith was dissatisfied at only four students’ participation. Therefore, he
encouraged all students to solve their own problems and help volunteers’ solution with their
peers. Dr. Smith violated socially and scientifically accepted discourse norms. The discourse
norms are intended to undo past discourse norms with which students bring, passive and
receptive. Dr. Smith already expected them. Therefore, to promote the discourse norms of
student participation, Dr. Smith preferred saying “being active” to saying “being quiet” in
classes.
The number of student questions during problem solving activities. When the
number of students who participated in the group activities increased, the number of student
questions also increased (See. Figure YX2-1). In this period, students quickly started their group
discussions more engaged in the group activities students than they did in novice phase. Dr.
Smith often needed to encourage students to more actively exchange their ideas with peers. For
instance, when most students were idle and indifferent to start their dialogues, Dr. Smith said,
“Awfully, quiet! I don’t like quiet.” He reminded his students of his high expectation for
students’ active participation.
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The mean number of student questions was 11 questions during two group activities in a
class. Comparing to 4.5 questions in the novice phase. Students asked Dr. Smith five or six
questions in each activity. The number of student question increased over 2.5 times from that in
the previous period. During the problem-solving activities, students typically raised their hands
to ask questions. Then, Dr. Smith stopped walking around the classrooms and answered them.
In the novice phase, only one or two students asked Dr. Smith multiple questions. In contrast,
four or five students asked him one question at a time. Thus, students competed with other
students who raised their hands simultaneously to ask questions. During collaborative problemsolving activities, students’ voices were so loud that I could not hear Dr. Smith’s answers
although I tried to record them. The difference between the rise and fall of student engagement
is small. In sum, students consistently appropriated the norms of active learning discourses
during the collaborative activities.
Shifting authority from the embodied expert professor to that of evidence and
argumentation. To examine changes in the classroom discourse of the appropriation phase, I
will demonstrate two contrasting examples in classroom observation 10. One excerpt shows that
student participation was still passive. The other shows moments in which the classroom
discourse started changing. This episode took place during the lesson called ‘Qualitative
Analysis of the Batch Reactor.’ In previous classes, students practiced solving problems in basic
conditions with limited variables. They had studied the kinetics unit of the course prior to
entering this particular class.
For the last two classes, students specifically learned the basic characteristics and
functions of common chemical reactors used in the industries related to chemical engineering:
how to design the rate of chemical reaction, what the rate expressions are, what they should look
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like, and how to use them. The lesson objectives were all provided to me in an interview with the
professor as well as duplicated in the syllabus and assigned units of study given to the students
for this class meeting. For this lesson, Dr. Smith’s aim was to help students to understand why
they need to describe their solutions by using explanation with claim, evidence, and warrant, not
just calculating mathematic solutions without finding the real meaning. These were larger
specified goals of the instructor that transcended the content objectives one would hear from a
typical engineering discussion of teaching in these topics.
Figure 11. The number of students’ questions to Dr. Smith during collaborative problem-solving
activities.
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Y axis: Total Number of Student Question to Dr. Smith in each class
In this class, students played a role as real engineers and shared expertise with Dr. Smith.
He avoided operating teaching as the sole expert. To do that, Dr. Smith is intentionally shifting
the discourse to that of evidence and argumentation as the ultimate authority. In IRE, a teacher
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holds a sole authority to control the arrival of an answer as final evaluator. Dr. Smith, here, is
working against that appropriated norm from knowledge transferring classes and trying to
scaffold his students to appropriate new norms from knowledge understanding classes.
In the entrance interview, Dr. Smith stated that he wanted to know if his instruction and
the instructional materials (simulator, web-based learning resources, lecture videos, and
assignments) he was providing “actually worked.” After probing further, what Dr. Smith meant
was that he wanted to help students to actively participate in problem solving activities with
peers and to extend argumentation by making students negotiate their ideas with peers in group
discussions.
Lee: Please give me the active learning pedagogy that your think it was successful and
why.
Smith: In-class problem solving is by far. I do that in a variety of ways. But the bottom
line might be that individuals be paired and team against team and find the other
one's mistakes. Sometimes in two groups, each solve a problem then they have to
teach the other group how to solve the problem. Because that's what they do for
homework and everything to solve problems. That's what they're used to doing in
every other class they have. And so they feel the most reward and I think success
from them. I am not sure I do because it's just Problem Solving. Can they think
about how these reactors work and those kinds of things? Certainly in-class
problem solving would be one. Probably object lessons, if you are there, once I
used a deck of cards to teach the rate determining step or something like. Those
kinds of things they tend to remember. On the surface, they weren't to do with
reaction engineering but it illustrated the points central to whatever topics that
they are dealing with. Those are probably the two
As a successful strategy of active learning pedagogy, Dr. Smith first chose in-class group
problem solving activity. During this group activity, students design an experiment or solve an
engineering problem with their peers by exchanging their ideas. To present and share their
answer with a whole class, they need to negotiate various opinions and persuade each other by
collaboration. Seven out of ten students who participated in individual interviews also
considered in-class problem solving activity as one of the most useful learning activities in Dr.
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Smith’s course. Moreover, the object lessons that Dr. Smith mention was a type of modeling
strategies using objects in daily life. To explain the rate determining step, twelve students
delivered cards in different steps.
The pile of playing cards in the front of the room represents the reactants in a nonelementary reaction. Four groups of volunteers represented mechanistic reaction steps. To be a
reaction step, students must take a card from the pile representing your reactant and put it on the
pile representing their products. The steps they represent will be as follows:
•

Reactant to Intermediate 1

•

Intermediate 1 back to reactant

•

Intermediate 1 to intermediate 2 (rate-determining; no reverse step)

•

Intermediate 2 to product

The pile representing the first reactive intermediate will be right next to the pile representing the
reactants. The pile representing the second reactive intermediate will be in the back corner of
the room. The pile representing the product will be right next to the pile representing the second
intermediate. This modeling activity helped students make sense of the critical step of unseen
functions in chemical engineering reactors.
Challenging student participations with differentiating questions. During every class
that I observed in this phase, Dr. Smith expected his students to think, speak, and act
independently, not giving a right answer immediately. For instance, when students did not
respond his question, he used a strategy to make his students engage in a dialogue, In the
following excerpts, Dr. Smith invited and challenged students who passed the novice phase and
were engaging in the appropriation phase.
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In these conversations, Dr. Smith aggressively encouraged his students to answer his
questions in the appropriation phase, which was stronger than that in the novice phase. Having
learned and practiced collaborative problem-solving activities, students showed their
appropriation of participatory discourse norms to Dr. Smith after novice phase. The students’
appropriation enabled Dr. Smith to provoke his students to try to answer his questions rather than
tentatively retreat the discursive practices to decrease student anxieties for presenting wrong
answers.
In this dialogue, immediately after Dr. Smith finished his factual question, when five
students simultaneously answered ‘Heat transfer’ to the question, “what's gonna dictate how the
temperature changes?” The students showed an evidence of their sufficient content knowledge
to answer Dr. Smith’s questions in classroom observation 7.
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

Smith:

First of all, over some really small period of times. Concentrations are not
gonna change very much. We're gonna ask ourselves, “how are
concentration and temperature going to change during that small period?”
Now, what's gonna dictate how the temperature changes? Somebody says
out loud. Be brave!
Students: Heat transfer! (Four or five students answers simultaneously)
Smith:
Heat transfer, the property of the reactor! Typically, consider in most cases
one or two extremes. One extreme is isothermal. If it's isothermal, we
don't care whether it's endothermic or exothermic in terms of changes vs.
time because the temperature is gonna be constant by the definition…The
other possibility is adiabatic. Adiabatic means we're not gonna remove or
put in any of that heat the reaction gives off or takes in…Getting back to
our process. During the first interval of time, what's gonna happen in the
concentration in the temperature? So now we try to figure out, during the
first interval of time, what's gonna happen? Now we say, what's the effect
of those changes gonna be? In other words, at the end of the interval, is
the rate now gonna be bigger? Or is it gonna be smaller? (3s) We're gonna
see it can go either way. How is it gonna be bigger? (5s)
Students (No answer)
Smith:
Let's go back to the steps. What would you expect to happen typically? In
isothermal system, (2s) typical chemical reaction. (6s)
Students (No answers)
Smith:
What would you expect? Just react in a little bit of time. (5s)
Students: (No answers)
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9
10
11
12
13
14

Smith:
Students:
Smith:
Jane
Smith:
Students:

Is the rate ended in the little bit of time? (4s)
(No answers)
Larger or smaller? (3s)
Smaller
Smaller! Why? (7s)
(No answers)

However, Dr. Smith showed higher expectations for his student participations. After Dr.
Smith articulated two primary conditions, isothermal and adiabatic, so that students would be
able to engage in a developing discussion, unexpectedly no student responded to Dr. Smith’s
continuing question, “How is it gonna be bigger?” Without student response, Dr. Smith changed
the way in which he asked a question. He narrowed down his question to help students respond,
not just sitting on chairs and looking at his face.
This question can be challenging to students because it required their strong
understanding of the mechanism among concentrations, temperatures, and interval of time in the
chemical reaction. Students could have difficulties in figuring out this question without relevant
reasoning by applying his content knowledge. Dr. Smith created a planned moment of
uncertainty. Students had to consider multiple conditions with the different combination of
three variables. Therefore, the students were afraid of being ashamed of providing a wrong
answer in front of a whole class.
Discomfort is a very common way to get students to change their behaviors. They must
want to be out of an uncomfortable situation and see that the rules are different, the goals are
different and that the means to get them require an entirely different set of actions, thoughts,
words. He devised this uncertain situation and then provided scaffolding to make students
understand the norms of his classroom discourse.
However, I was surprised at observing that none of Dr. Smith’s students answered the
following three questions. Although Dr. Smith tried to explain what happened step by step by
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fixing one variable at a time and narrowing down the topic of his question, no student responded
until Jane finally answered Dr. Smith’s lowest risk question, ‘Larger or smaller?’ Again, Jane
and other students did not answer when he asked the reason of Jane’s answer, ‘smaller’ by
asking ‘why?’ In this dialogue, Dr. Smith continued to prompt his student to persist in reasoning
to his questions, which explicitly showed his high expectation to his students.
Based on chains of interactions, an open chain pattern of student-Dr. Smith interactions
was constructed as follows.
I-RC-P-x-P-x-P-x-P-x-P-RJ-P-x
(I: Initiation, R: Response, P: Prompts, c: Chorus, x: No Response, J: Jane).
The interaction between Dr. Smith and students is interactive but non-dialogic. This interaction
pattern without student responses sometimes occurred in the lessons of the emerging classroom
discourse. Nevertheless, in contrast to interactions in the novice phase, students and a teacher
engaged in extensive dialogue about a topic. Responding to Dr. Smith’s first question, multiple
students started engaging in whole class discussions, which indicated the appropriation phase.
Dr. Smith, in fact, could not clearly recognize different student engagements between
novice phase and appropriation phase as I analyzed them here. This distinction among novice,
appropriation, and expert phase results from the comprehensive analysis of classroom
observation after the end of a semester as a whole. Thus, it is a relative value, not an absolute
one. In every class, Dr. Smith recognized his students’ change and reflected his teaching based
on what he saw from his students.
Though Dr. Smith made his question more specific from the first to the third, students
gave no answer to him. Without student responses, Dr. Smith asked students to consider a
typical chemical reaction based on their existing knowledge. Students did not respond to it
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again. In the third question, Dr. Smith’s prompting question, specified with setting up its
timeline, ‘in a little bit of time,’ failed to make his student answer. Nevertheless, instead of just
providing an answer to his students, Dr. Smith changed the types of question from open-ended to
closed-question to make students select one or the other (Figure XXY).
In terms of different types of questions that Dr. Smith asked, interviewed students
reflected why it was a valuable learning experience. I asked them about their experience about
Dr. Smith’s dialogic teaching strategy different from other engineering professors’ teaching and
how they reflected these kinds of activities, not lecturing but asking questions to teach. Among
similar reflections from multiple student interviews, Mark’s answer can show their positive
experience on this activity.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Yonghee: When I observe Dr. Smith’s teaching, students cannot get what the answer
is. He doesn’t give a lot of answers. He doesn’t lecture. What do you
think about his teaching?
Mark: I don’t know the answers are always so important. The problem is how
you set it up and how you work with it. Most of the time I get wrong
answers because there is something wrong with my calculating.

Here, Mark clearly showed his appropriation of the discourse norms that Dr. Smith had promoted
since the first class. In line 4, he boldly disagrees with overemphasizing answers in learning.
Mark said, “I don’t know the answers are always so important.” In line 4-5, he stressed on the
importance of defining an engineering problem, questioning and learning process. “The problem
is how you set it up and how you work with it.” Mark also argued that the importance of
students’ understanding of a problem and their problem-solving strategies. As an engineering
student, I could not agree more to errors that Mark made on his calculation and its negative
consequences. What Mark contrast learning advantage of Dr. Smith’s questions and
disadvantage of his errors in mathematical calculation elaborates his norms of classroom
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discourse matched with those of Dr. Smith’s. The next inverted triangle illustrated Dr. Smith
specified the scope of his questions based on student responses.
In this figure, the edges of the triangle represent the narrowing of options for acceptable
answers. The overall triangle is representative of the overall nature of the conversation.
Eventually it looks different, but in this phase the nature of the teachers’ questions caused the
classroom discourse, arguments, and student participation to be limited or promote. As this
inverted triangle demonstrates, Dr. Smith used prompting questions to help his students find
answers for his questions. He narrowed the discourse options by asking more specific questions
to students in a detailed condition so that students could participate in this conversation with a
low risk to give a wrong answer. However, students had no response until Dr. Smith asked
‘Larger and smaller?’ the simplest question that they could answer. Here, students did not
succeed to provide evidence and warrants to justify the claim that Dr. Smith posited.
Figure 12. Dr. Smith’s questioning strategy that challenged students

How is it gonna be bigger?

What would you expect to happen typically?

What would you expect? Just
react in a little bit of time.
Is the rate ended in the
little bit of time?
Larger or
Smaller
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In the second step, to help students’ understanding of his questions, Dr. Smith returned to
the previous step and asked ‘What would you expect to happen typically?’ Instead of asking for
a ‘warrant,’ Dr. Smith asked his student to support their claims with evidence because students
had difficulties in finding warrants that were frequently hidden and abstract as principles. The
classroom became silent because all students suddenly remained completely silent. Because Dr.
Smith always provided students with sufficient wait-time, the uncomfortable classroom
atmosphere continued for more than five seconds until Dr. Smith broke the silence with
additional prompts to help students answer more easily.
For years, students had practiced engineering in the nature of the authoritative classroom
discourse. In order to survive as engineering students, they had adjusted themselves to the
discourse that their professors tried to construct. In this class, the learned classroom discourse
that students had repeatedly practiced made Dr. Smith’s students to applying their familiar
discourse to this classroom and struggling with the new norms of discourse. Students needed to
recognize through repeated failure of trying on these old discourse norms that the old does not
meet the goals of new discourse. They have to try the new in order to participate in this new set
of norms. It has new goals and new norms of discourse are required
Furthermore, as alternative questions to focus on the detailed of time, ‘what would you
expect? Just react in a little bit of time.’ The teacher limited the complexity of questions from
‘how…?’ and ‘what…?’ questions to yes/no question and then ‘larger or smaller.’ Because
students did not answer more complex questions, Dr. Smith finally narrowed down from this
original question, ‘How is it gonna be bigger?’ to the simplest question to ‘larger or smaller?’
This example shows the forms of questions influence the range of student answers.
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In the appropriation phase, students were still accustomed to the discourse norms of
teacher-centered instruction from previous engineering classrooms. During lessons, I observed:
students mainly received the transferred contents; teacher asked questions and students answered
them; students did not guess if they did not know the answer; when students answered questions,
they gave one or two-words factual answer. Overall, students perceived that learning
engineering was learning factual contents from their professor rather than asking questions and
engaging in discussions in class. As a result, until students recognized the low risk of a wrong
answer, they never took a risk by bidding their answer. In contrast to this earlier conversation, I
now examine an initial discourse shift in the continuing excerpt from the previous discussion on
the rate of reaction and temperature. This conversation demonstrated a chain pattern of
interactions that multiple students participated in the whole classroom discussion with their
professor for the first time.
Dr. Smith possessed all of different questioning options in his list of teaching tools. He
chooses He chooses the one that he believes students can achieve in the first question, “How is
gonna bigger?” The one just above their current proficient behaviors and participation in
discourse in the second question, “What would you expect to happen typically?” and then he
provides scaffolding to move them up into more mature practice of these newly appropriated
norms in the third question, “What would you expect? Just react in a little bit of time?” These
are these questioning strategies that knowledgeable teachers have. They intentionally sifted the
norms of classroom discourse with this tacit knowledge, which they did not clearly explain how
they acquired them without formal trainings.
In the following discussion, Dr. Smith answered his own question and explained why the
rate of reaction became smaller to the students. Then, three students quickly joined him and
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engaged in the conversation. Dr. Smith scaffolded the students to support their answers with
evidence and warrant.
I found a similar feature of appropriation discourse in these dialogues to those of novice
discourse. Dr. Smith still dominated dialogues in class. In terms of word counts, he used 372
words in the above excerpt and four students used 11 words in this excerpt. This big difference
frequently occurred in the appropriation phase because this word count comparison indicates
students inconsistently engaged in scientific dialogues with their professor. In this new
classroom discourse, students need to navigate the relevant discourse among the multiple
discourses with which professors tried to impose.
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Smith: Because the reaction concentration went down, and normally you
would expect the rate of reaction is proportional to the concentration of
the reactants. If it's reversible, you expect the product to be sent in a
wrong way…Like an autocatalytic reaction, it might actually go up
because it's catalyzed by the product. But for a typical reaction, we
expect when the concentration goes down, if the temperature goes up,
now we got a competing effect. Because after a little bit of a time, the
reactant went down, then we expect a lower rate of reaction. But the
temperature went up, we expect that to be a higher rate of reaction,
why? (2s)
Jeff: Because it is exponential...
Smith: Because of Arrhenius temperature dependence, it's exponential one
over T. OK? So the higher the temperature goes up, the higher the rate
increased. Ok? Which one is gonna win? (2s)
Joe: Temperature.
Smith: Why is it gonna win? (2s)
Sally: Because it exponentially depends on temperature
Smith: Typically, Sally already said it, your reaction rate is decreasing linearly
in the first order concentration of the reactant but it's increasing
exponentially which is much faster. So initially if the reactor is
adiabatic, you're given heat, you're gonna expect the rate of reaction is
increased at the end of that period of the time due to the increase of the
temperature. This is all qualitative. If the heat of the reaction is really
small, it might not. But generally you would expect adiabatic reaction,
exothermal, in just a little bit of time, when the temperature is going
up, the rate is gone up. So what's gonna happen during the next
interval of the time? Then we have to say 'we have to reach to
equilibrium. You always gotta check which equilibrium is. Now you
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know how it started, how they changed, you know what the rate started
in the next interval. You always gotta check ‘when is equilibrium?’
Now you go to the next interval. How're the concentration and
temperature gonna be changed during the next interval? When you're
looking for the problem, they're gonna keep changing like the same
way that they did last time. The critical question you are asking
yourself is 'are the changes gonna be bigger?’ or ‘are they gonna be
smaller than they were in the first interval of time?’

A positive signal, however, was that multiple students, Jeff, Joe, and Sally, voluntarily
participated in the discussion with their professor. The number of student participation changed
from ‘no response’ – ‘few responses from a number of students’ – ‘multiple students’. After ‘no
response’ period passed, then only a few students responded and asked questions to Dr. Smith.
Although each student’s contribution to dialogues was limited to a word and a short phrase
without complete arguments, four different students quickly responded to their teacher’s
questions, which occurred more frequently in appropriated discourse than novice discourse.
In terms of a quality of students’ dialogues, students began contributing to develop a
dialogue about the same topic. In the excerpt, Dr. Smith continuously invited his students to
answer his prompts with ‘why’ questions and articulation of additional engineering evidence and
subsequent scaffolding question fostered Jeff’s answer, ‘Because it is exponential…’ Although
Jeff’s answer was incomplete, ‘exponential’ was the most important concept that explained why
the rate of reaction increased much faster as temperature increased. Without explicit evaluation,
Dr. Smith confirmed Jeff’s answer by revoicing it. More importantly, Dr. Smith showed how
students could make their evidence stronger with an underlying principle of the evidence using a
warrant of ‘Because of Arrhenius temperature dependence.’
Talking Engineering and laughter. A learning activity of the ‘Qualitative analysis of
CSTR’ is a good example to show the shift from novice discourse to the intermediate stage. The
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students had learned about reaction engineering for two weeks. In the last class, the students
learned about rate expressions, characteristics, and performances in Batch reactors but in the
following class, students would learn about those features in CSTRs. The discourse pattern of
dialogues between students and Dr. Smith demonstrates the multiple features that represent
students’ understanding and early application of active class participation and collaborative
discussions. During the intermediate stage, the dialogues between Dr. Smith and the students
became more interactive and dialogic with a growing number of students responding to most
questions that their professor asked them. Dr. Smith began the review session by explaining a
similarity of qualitative analysis between Batch reactors and CSTRs by asking a question about
the biggest difference between them.
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Smith: This is the problem of qualitative analysis of CSTRs. I
crashed and burned a qualitative analysis of Batch reactors.
CSTRs are largely the same, ok? If you replace time from
a batch reactor with space time in a CSTR, the trends are
all pretty much the same. Qualitatively, what is the biggest
difference between a Batch reactor and a CSTR? We're
gonna find out plug flow reactors just like Batch reactors.
What's the biggest difference? If you're a reactant, what's Initiation
the biggest difference when you come into that reactor?
Steve: It’s diluted down...
Smith: Ok. In a CSTR, it's like diving in a swimming pool and
there is a slew of a product already down there. When I
dive in, I'm immediately diluted down. In the instant that I
enter into the reactor, the concentration drops. How far
does it drop? (6s)
Students: (Silence)
Smith: All the way to the final value. What about the
temperature? (5s) It changes instantaneously whatever the
final value is.
Is that good or bad?
Steve: It depends on the reactions.
Smith: The answer is yes.

Response
Evaluation
Feedback
Initiation

Feedback
Initiation
Response
Evaluation
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Here, Dr. Smith starts the review of the readings and video lectures about CSTRs before in-class
small group problem solving activities. Dr. Smith’s interaction with Steve follows an IRF
pattern; Dr. Smith’s interaction with a whole class follows an IRF pattern; and Dr. Smith’s
second interaction with Steve follows IRE pattern. As we can see, Dr. Smith still has the
authority to control the topics of dialogues. Only Dr. Smith initiates the dialogue, which decides
a topic. Steve only responds to the first and the third questions and students remain silent for the
second question. Then, Dr. Smith gives students feedbacks to elaborate students’ answers.
Reviewing the important content knowledge. The benefit of the review is to remind the
students of their current learning stage. They need to be aware of the knowledge that they have
at each class. However, the main goal of this review was to teach essential content knowledge to
students who did not prepare for the group discussion with their peers. Dr. Smith reminded his
students of what the students need to know before they start to learn the qualitative analysis of
CSTR such as a statement, “If you replace time...the trends are pretty much the same”. It is
particularly important for the students who did not finish or understand readings and video
lectures in advance. Students can ask question to Dr. Smith whenever they want during the
review session.
During an interview with Drew, he explained this review session in the question about
the learning resources and his class preparation,
Drew: I watch the PowerPoint and I take notes on the PowerPoint before a class.
Then, I come in the class and he has his review slides for first 5 to 10
minutes. (He) try to use them to make us understand how the formula
applies and what information is important.
Here, Drew recognizes the goal of the Dr. Smith’s review sessions and how the session is
connected to the ways in which he prepares for Dr. Smith class. The review session plays a
crucial role in successful small group problem solving activities. The group discussion will be
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meaningful when the students completed readings and watched video lectures. In addition to the
Drew’s interview, Dr. Smith talked about how his students typically prepare for his class and the
goal of the review session in the first interview.
1
2
3
4

Smith: My whole approaches predicate on the assumption that they are familiar
with the information. So you need to have them ready in the review.
When they get stuck, I try to find where they are stuck. I tried to show
them, more efficient ways to solve a problem.

Here, Dr. Smith clearly addressed the importance of student class preparations prior to class at
line 1. It was required for students to have sufficient understandings to participate in group
problem solving activities without Dr. Smith’s comprehensive lectures. Moreover, he explained
his specific role as a facilitator to promote his students’ problem solving at line 3 and 4. For
example, he said, “I tried to show them, more efficient ways to solve a problem.” In this
particular statement, Dr. Smith elaborated his teaching is directional and responding to a
particular vector of students’ learning. Therefore, his differentiated teaching strategies relied on
classroom contexts.
Student preparation matters in Dr. Smith class. Because Dr. Smith briefly summarized
key knowledge of each lesson, underprepared students had difficulties in engaging in productive
group discussions without questioning and responding. Their lack of relevant knowledge on
topics for whole class discussion would make them avoid and disengaged in interacting with
peers and Dr. Smith. Their disengagement decreased the quality of their learning.
The better the students understand content knowledge of the day, the more they
participate in the group discussion with their ideas. The more students participate in negotiating
their ideas with their peers, the better students can practice the norms of this participatory
discourse. Thus, the review sessions are critical for Dr. Smith’s students to practice their new
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norms. Extending the chains of student-teacher interactions fostered students to appropriate the
norms of discourse of argumentation.
Using everyday languages to teach engineering. In the above dialogue, Dr. Smith uses
everyday language to his students in talking about scientific ideas. This is the way in which he
has taught the students engineering from the first class of this course. During an interview, Dr.
Smith said, “I don’t think I use language any different than I’d use in everyday conversation. Of
course, I have to use the technical terms associated with the material I am teaching. The use of
everyday language enables his students to more closely engage in Dr. Smith’s dialogues. In
above excerpt, Dr. Smith uses colloquial languages such as “ I crashed and burned…”; “If you
are a reactant…when you come into that reactor?”; “When I dive in, I'm immediately diluted
down”. The use of everyday language in class can improve students’ interests in comparison to
using abstract terms and jargons because it is more accessible for students to understand difficult
engineering subject knowledge.
Furthermore, a goal of Dr. Smith questions in class is to evaluate students’ understanding
of readings and video lectures as well as to invite his students to engage in whole group
discussions. After explaining the similarities between the two reactors, he wants the students to
participate in the discussion about the differences. Instead of a lecture to which students just
listen and memorize more information, Dr. Smith scaffolds students’ critical thinking by making
them imagine the favorable conditions of the reaction, using analogy, “If you're a reactant, what's
the biggest difference when you come into that reactor.” After Steve’s answer, Dr. Smith again
explains the chemical reaction, using a human agent, “When I dive in, I'm immediately diluted
down”. Using analogy and a human action, Dr. Smith can help his students successfully
visualize the abstract engineering process through human actions.
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In the above dialogues, Steve plays an important role in developing verbal interaction.
His first correct answer helps Dr. Smith move forward. Otherwise, Dr. Smith would have had to
spend more time on clarifying his question for better students’ understanding. After students
become quiet, his second answer is more important because it enables Dr. Smith to maintain an
on-going dialogue with students. If students do not answer two questions in a row, Dr. Smith has
to stop the dialogue to find out whether students do not understand his questions and he needs to
explain directly.
Phase C: Expert Discourse: Appropriated Classroom Norms of Shared Discourse
Represented Active Learning Classroom Practices
Vignette 3. Late in the semester, the undergraduate engineering classroom revealed a
pleasant and energetic atmosphere in the morning. Since entering into the
classroom at 8:55 am, students had been constantly chatting with their
classmates around them. They had not stopped their conversations until Dr.
Smith set up his laptop and looked at the students. The current atmosphere of the
classroom differed from those of previous classrooms. I did not observe Dr.
Smith’s efforts to try and warm up the class with jokes, prompts, or by calling on
students. When he began the class, students sat upright, took three seconds
completely quiet down and then multiple students volunteered to answer the
rigorous question he posed right out of the gate. Within 45 seconds students
were debating the question of multiple steady states in Constant Stir Tank
Reactor (CSTR). Their conversation got louder and louder. I could not hear the
voices of the students sitting next to me.
In Phase C, students actively engaged in all learning activities between teacher-student
activities and student-student activities in terms of quantity and quality of student participations.
I will explain the shift toward active learning classroom discourse and elaborate how students
frequently appropriated the norms of the classroom discourse in Dr. Smith’s class late in the
semester. The shifts I will report include the classroom interaction between Dr. Smith and
students as well as student and their peers; collaborative problem solving; and student
argumentation practice in class. Since the first class of the semester, Dr. Smith had constantly
used various strategies of active learning instruction, which his students increasingly engaged in.
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The students’ active class participation indicated that students began to adopt the active learning
classroom discourse encouraged by Dr. Smith. In the following, I will present how they became
experts and familiar with the classroom discourse of active learning. In the expert discourse,
students more actively engaged in collaborative problem-solving activities. They more
passionately interacted with their classmates during small group discussions. Students’ confident
argumentation developed from that of emerging classroom discourse using multiple evidence
and even warrants.
Classroom Interactions. In order to examine the classroom discourse development from
emerging classroom discourse to expert classroom discourse, I focused on how the students more
actively participated in class based on the order of questions, collaborative problem solving,
authority/emotions, student argumentation practice in class, and other active learning instruction
strategies. In Phase C, the majority of students actively participated in all learning activities in
class. They asked many questions to Dr. Smith. Multiple students responded to Dr. Smith’s
questions with answers that demonstrated their engagement. Furthermore, during group problem
solving activities, almost all students became full participants in class. They continued to engage
in meaningful discourse related to the current class problem with their group members without
Dr. Smith’s encouragement.
Student questions in whole class discussions. Early in the semester, students seldom
answered when Dr. Smith asked them open-ended questions. However, despite students’ lack of
response, Dr. Smith had constantly attempted to ask open-ended question to his students at every
class. As the semester proceeded, more students began responding to Dr. Smith’s open-ended
questions. Late in the semester, the large number of students’ responses and reasoning questions
represent expert classroom discourse in Dr. Smith’s class. By the end of the semester, students
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had entered the expert classroom discourse phase. This was evident because Dr. Smith no longer
needed to solicit student participation nor wait for students’ questions and answers. The majority
of students in Dr. Smith’s class actively asked questions to Dr. Smith and responded to his
questions. By being patient with his teaching technique throughout the semester, Dr. Smith
successfully engaged students in meaningful discourse and modified students’ typical classroom
behavior.
The number of students’ questions. The number of students’ questions considerably
increased from the classroom observation13 to the classroom observation18. They constantly
asked questions to him during his explanations and collaborative problem-solving activities. The
following figure shows the number of students’ questions (Figure. X).
Figure 13. The Number of Student Questions in Whole Class Discussion.
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X axis: Classroom Observations
Y axis: Total Number of Student Questions
As seen in the figure X, although the number of student questions gradually increased after the
classroom observation 5, the graph shows student questions much more increased in the Phase C,
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between the classroom observation 13 to the classroom observation18 than those of previous
observations. Analyzing classroom observation videos and field notes, I found both the number
of students who asked questions and the number of questions students asked had gradually
increased. Even Dr. Smith himself noted the difference. He said aloud during class, ‘Wow, lots
of questions today.” When I asked him about it in his office he said, “…I notice that students
ask a lot of questions one after another when they actively engage in my lesson. I think this
year’s students are probably the most active students since I started teaching this course using
active learning instruction in this class…”
The quality of students’ questions. The quality of questions students asked to Dr. Smith
had also improved much from asking factual knowledge to asking reasoning. As the semester
went, instead of asking the definitions of terms and content knowledge, students asked questions
to Dr. Smith such as “How much the temperature influence…?” and “What is the main factor
to…?” To improve their understanding of Dr. Smith’s explanations, they needed reasoning with
evidence or warrants. In contrast, the classroom observation video of the 15th class showed the
undergraduate engineering classroom became pleasant and energetic atmosphere, in contrast to
quiet and indifferent one in earlier classes. I found a relevant example to show the quality of
student questions and interactions between students and Dr. Smith. Briefly introducing the
agendas of the day, Dr. Smith elaborated the main theme of the class: multiple steady states in
CSTR. Students would learn the unique features of CSTR that can possess multiple steady states
with meaningful physical senses, regarding satisfying the steady state CSTR energy balance. As
active participants, Tommy, Jason, and Maya had gradually played a role in establishing the
active learning classroom atmosphere of asking questions to Dr. Smith. They were the students
who began responding to their professors’ invitation for active learning activities. Their class
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participation increased as the semester proceeded. These students used to ask questions and
responded to Dr. Smith once or twice in a class. When students showed no interest in answering
Dr. Smith questions, these three students quickly participated in classroom conversation and
activities through questioning and answering.
Students’ oral and written argument. Listening to Dr. Smith’s explanation, Jason was
exchanging side-talks with Mark. At the beginning of the semester, like other students, Jason and
Mark were always quiet and hardly interacted with their classmates like other students. Students
were chatting with their peers. In the lesson of analyzing a steady state of a chemical reactor,
Tommy asked a question to Dr. Smith. Jason and Maya also joined in this conversation.
Smith: Question? [5.0]
Tommy: If you were changing the molar flow rate, then analyze it with n dot
a0 and then…
Smith: If I was analyzing a problem like I just showed? (4.2)
Tommy: Yeah
Smith: If I was analyzing a problem like I just showed, if you want the
transient behavior, you can use the steady states equation. If I
changed this to one half, what's the final steady state? Then, you
solve the steady state equation for the new n dot a0. But if I asked
you how long it will take until you reach to the new steady state,
Then, you've gotta go to the transient equation and solve them using
'n dot a 0 equals that new value. So it depends what you are asking
the problem. And in fact, it's not a bad idea. If I asked you that how
long it will take to the new steady state? The first thing I would do
will solve the steady state equation for the new operating conditions
to find out what my final conditions are before I start a transient
calculation. (2.3)
Jason: Db dot Dt and then would be back to inlet right? It could be actually
made it a half....
Smith: As I said, if it is water and it goes from one mole of Sodium chloride
to half mole of sodium chloride, volume metric flow rate is not
gonna change. So in that case, it would be constant. But if we
would say it in the gas phase system, yeah! then dv dot dt would not
be 0. You have to write this in terms of ideal gas law. Then, write
that in terms of n dot a and the t. It can get really ugly and really
fast. Other questions? (2.1)
Maya: Why does molar flow rate of solvent change? I don't understand it.
(4.5)
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Smith: Why doesn't it? (4.3)
Maya: Why it changes because if it's not solvent, it's not going to react?
Smith: Because if you changed it physically, Supposed I said 'a' flowing in
the reactor and somehow the molar flow rate of 'a' dropped in half.
If I had a salt solution in water, it was one molar and dropped in a
half molar, the volumetric flow rate wouldn't change essentially at
all. Right! (2.1)
Maya: Um… (5.3)
Smith: But if I had a gas and I had 5 moles an hour flowing in and I cut it in
two and a half moles an hour, that's gonna change the volumetric
flow rate... because it's not a solvent, it's the main components of a
gas flow. Lots of questions today.
Here, students started asking for warrants from Dr. Smith immediately after a question and
answer session started. Students used to ask him questions to clarify definitions of terms,
mathematical equations, and scientific and engineering principles. The goal of their questions
was to recall unclear content knowledge they memorized. However, the number of warrants that
students used increased as students began asking ‘why’ questions to Dr. Smith after he provided
answers with them. By the end of the semester, students became more involved in discussion
with Dr. Smith and their peers, the amount of time for questions and answers increased. For
instance, instead of asking questions about “what is the rate coefficient?”, “What does r2 mean?”,
and “What is multiple steady states in CSTR?” As Dr. Smith’s course continued, students asked
him more questions to analyze, evaluate, and synthesize such as ‘How does A relate to B?’,
‘Why does C work?’, and ‘How does the data support D?’ Students asked Dr. Smith to provide
warrants to evaluate the hidden principles between claims and evidences. As students engaged
more in discussion with Dr. Smith and their peers, the amount of time for questions and answers
increased. In this student-teacher dialogues, students became more actively engaged in class talk
and even intervened in Dr. Smith’s explanation in class. For instance, while Dr. Smith was
answering, Tommy’s question, Jason intervened in his answer and asked a question to him, “Db
dot Dt and then would be back to inlet right?” The quality of students’ questions improved in
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terms of not only asking warrants more frequently but also intervened on-going discussions by
more questions when students needed. As such, they had been successfully acquiring the norms
of classroom discourse, active participation in class.
These students-teacher dialogues demonstrated not only the development of student
engagement in active learning classroom discourse but also the increment of students-teacher
interactions in the expert classroom discourse. As more students actively participated in
engagement in class, the duration of their dialogues considerably increased in the expert
discourse.
Figure 14. Duration of student-teacher dialogues
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Here, the graph of duration of student-teacher dialogues showed steep gradient in the Phase C.
In this stage, when a student and Dr. Smith started engaging a dialogue, multiple students
participated in the whole class discussion. The duration of student-teacher dialogue can
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demonstrate the development of active learning classroom discourse by the amount of student
participation.
Furthermore, in addition to the quantitative evidence for expert active learning classroom
discourse, the quality of student-teacher interactions evidently increased in expert phase. In the
unit 35, student learned zone reactor models. The learning objectives were that students would
be able to recognize when they needed and how students would apply them correctly with a more
complex analysis. The following excerpt from classroom observation 17 shows multiple students
negotiated their meanings to understand a stagnant zone in a zone reactor model with their peers
and Dr. Smith.
Curt:
Smith:
Ashley:
Smith:

Bernie:
Ashley:
Smith:
Ashley:
Smith:
Ashley:
Bernie:
Smith:

How is different between the case (a) and (b)?
It’s just the two ways to draw the same thing. They’re exactly the same.
Can we just solve (a) and (b) as separate models?
You mean, two diagrams? Two diagrams are just the ways to represent
the same thing. So you're comparing one…perfectly mixed thousand
litter reactor to the combination of the green and blue reactor with the
green one would be three hundred in the blue one being seven hundred.
I understand. (Bernie sat next to Ashley)
So, outlet from blue reactor is the same as the outlet from the green
reactor?
No. because you have that other stream going in and out
So, the flow rate and the outlet flow rate with respect to the second
reactor (green reactor)?
Just I write a model. I would use the B diagram. OK. Because in the B.
diagram each one has one inlet and one outlet which is what you used to
see and you have to add a balance at the mixing point
Okay. Then, you can just add them (inlet stream to a green reactor) and
solve the problem?
Yeah, they were just added in the stagnant zone.
So, there is another question here somewhere. (Move to another group)

One of the main differences was that multiple students constructed questions, claims, and
evidence in the same topic. In this dialogue, four students asked a series of question and
presented their claims as questions to Dr. Smith. Watching two different diagrams, these
students questioned the procedures of inlet and outlet stream in the ideal CSTR. In the excerpt,
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after Curt initiated a question, Ashley constantly changed her questions and presented her claim
to resolve his confusion of the reaction process in two models of reactor. Furthermore, at the end
of the dialogue, Ashley and Bernie exchanged their question and answer with each other during
their dialogues with Dr. Smith. In previous phases, I could not observe this peer instruction,
which a student questioned and the other peer answered, particularly during their dialogues with
Dr. Smith. Not only were just more students involved in interactions with their professor but
also each student had no fear of asking a series of questions to Dr. Smith. It is important because
students only relied on Dr. Smith during students-teacher dialogues. Their questions and
answers only headed toward Dr. Smith. However, students in the expert classroom discourse,
showed a peer instruction during these dialogues. Before Dr. Smith confirmed a correct answer,
students drew their own conclusion through the peer instruction. This peer dialogues are
important because students showed their independent thinking without depending on Dr. Smith’s
authority. In this problem-solving activity, over 20 students asked questions and six of them
asked a series of questions until they found a relevant solution for the engineering mechanism.
Figure 15. Two completely equivalent ways of adding a well-mixed stagnant CSTR zone
(green) to a CSTR zone (blue) in a zoned reactor model (gray)

(a)

(b)
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Collaborative problem-solving activities. Further evidence that the students well
appropriated the norms of active learning classroom discourse was their active participation in
collaborative problem solving. In the earlier classes, most students hesitated and even resisted
to raise their hands to share their ideas with their peers whenever Dr. Smith invited them to
volunteer. For instance, students, in the first classroom, had difficulties in discussing about
how to make ‘3 slide presentation’ for small group works.
In contrast to unnecessary clarification step typically observed in the early semester,
following conversations demonstrated the positive change of classroom discourse in during
collaborative problem solving regarding their discursive practices with peers.
Eddie: So where can we start?
Jeffrey: Probably the mole balance of each flow rate.
Paul: Are you talking the mole balance of inlet flow rate and outlet flow rate
here?
Frank: The flow rates at each point
Paul: I am not sure…
Jeffrey: We can look at these two points at B diagram. The inlet flow rate and the
outlet flow rate.
Eddie: Then, what is (a)?
Frank: They are basically same.
In this short discussion, students tried to solve a problem collaboratively. In contrast to their
puzzling collaborative problem solving activities earlier classrooms, they shared their ideas with
other group members by teaching each other. In the above excerpt, Eddie and Paul were
questioners at this time and Jeffrey and Frank suggested their answers to them. One of primary
improvement that Dr. Smith’s students achieved is building a supportive group.
To show the feature of group problem solving activities in the expert discourse, I describe
four features that improved in students’ engagement; (1) wait time, (2) students’ confidence, (3)
quality, (4) the number of students’ questions during collaborative problem-solving activities.
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Wait time. As students increasingly appropriated the norms of active learning discourse, I
found the sufficient wait-time Dr. Smith provided between his and his students turn considerably
contributed to increasing student participation in learning activities. Early in the semester,
because student class participation was too low, I could not recognize whether Dr. Smith’s wait
time could help student classroom participation. I was curious that he paused more times than
the engineering professors I had experienced before.
Over a semester, I found that three types of wait times consistently occurred in Dr.
Smith’s class; (1) pausing following a teacher finishing speaking and a student beginning speak;
(2) pausing following a teacher finishing speaking and then taking the next turn; (3) pausing
following a student finishing speaking and the teacher taking the next turn. The most frequent
wait time Dr. Smith used was after his speaking. During problem solving activities, when he
asked questions to whole students in class. Dr. Smith always paused, looked around the
classroom, and waited for a student response.
As students actively engaged in collaborative problem solving, the student quick
participation made the amount of Dr. Smith’s wait time decreased. Dr. Smith paused played an
important role in fostering students’ participation after he asked a question. Early in the semester,
when individual students asked important questions that all students needed to know, Dr. Smith
frequently asked questions and waited for student answers for approximately five seconds.
However, the wait time did not seem to be useful because of no student participation. In
contrast, late in the semester, when Dr. Smith asked a question and paused, many students
responded to the question. Because many students were ready to participate in collaborative
discussion, sufficient amount of wait time that Dr. Smith paused helped students think of their
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ideas and answered. For instance, in the lesson of multi-phase reactors, students were learning
reactions in fluidized reactors and riser reactors.
Smith: If you keep cranking up the gas volume, don’t do this when you go to the
lab. Dr. Austin will kill me. Hopefully, you have a regulator. So you can’t
turn up flow that high. But if you continue to flow up higher and higher,
what’s eventually gonna happen? (5 seconds)
Evan: The particles will flow up on top.
Smith: Okay, the drag force, the gas flows up so fast. The drag force, the friction
on the little particle is greater than the acceleration of force to gravity and
Other little particles rise up and out on top of the bed (Riser reactor).
Then, what’s gonna happen? (6 seconds)
Alisa (……..)
Quality of collaborative activities. As students constantly engaged in various problemsolving activities with which Dr. Smith provided them and increasingly participated in the
activities, the quality of their collaborative activities improved accordingly. Many students in
Dr. Smith’s classroom did not hesitate to start any learning activities in class nor simply listen
passively to other students’ arguments and explanations. The complexity of students’
participation in the group discussion showed the quality of collaborative activities. In the phase
of expert classroom discourse, students always participated in active problem-solving
discussions, constantly exchanged their ideas with other students, and negotiated their different
perspectives to draw a conclusion for their group. Students had changed from quiet, passive, and
unconfident attitudes to loud, active, and confident competent ones. During collaborative
problem-solving activities, several students often talked at the same time and articulated each
other’s opinions. The goal of in-class problem solving activities was to help students practice
real collaborative engineering experience for professional engineering communications.
The number of student questions during problem solving activities. One of the salient
features from student active participation in Dr. Smith’s class was that students more frequently
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intervened in the middle Dr. Smith’s instructions. Many students raised their hands and even
asked questions to Dr. Smith without his permissions. Specifically, during group problem
solving activities, students asked many questions to Dr. Smith. To respond to his students, Dr.
Smith constantly moved all around the classroom. Busy in finding their solutions with their
group members, many students were waiting for their turns to ask their questions to Dr. Smith.
The following figure shows the number of student questions to Dr. Smith during problem solving
activities (Figure 16).
Here, during problem solving activities, the average number of student questions
considerably increased from 3.4 questions of the phase A to 16 questions of the phase C. In the
novice discourse, only few students raised quietly asked a brief question to Dr. Smith and Dr.
Smith shortly answered accordingly. In contrast, four students in the expert discourse
continuously asked questions to clarify the concept of two ideal CSTR models in each problemsolving activity and exchanged multiple questions and answers with Dr. Smith.
Authority shifted from the professor to the authority of engineering practices. Late
in the semester, students finally appropriated the norms of the ownership in a classroom. They
assumed that Dr. Smith would transfer his engineering knowledge and evaluate their learning as
other engineering professor did. Therefore, the students did not know what they had to do in this
new environment, an active learning classroom that required their participations. Early in the
semester, the students hardly engaged in any interactions with Dr. Smith and their classmates.
Neither did they question nor answer. However, they no longer hesitated to participate in
learning activities during classes. The silent classroom disappeared.
Figure 16. The number of student questions to Dr. Smith during problem solving activities.
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The authority in Dr. Smith’s classroom shifted from the professor to the authority of
engineering practices. Rather than memorizing the large amount of engineering knowledge that
their professors deemed important, by receiving lecture, students did engineering by interacting
with their classmates and the professor. In fact, this shift resulted in lowered students’ anxiety
because Dr. Smith changed his role from a knowledge transferred to a knowledge facilitator. As
such, students’ active participation in class greatly improved. This positively influenced
students’ active participation in argumentation.
Students’ argumentation. The quantity and quality of students’ argumentation
increased under the active learning classroom discourse that they constructed with Dr. Smith
since the semester started. The biggest differences of students’ argumentation from those of
Phase A were in that multiple students participated in classroom conversations and debates
during discussion between Dr. Smith and students.
Smith: Anybody see what’s missing here
Student Q: (Silence)
Student P: The error?
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Early in the semester, the typical student argumentations were either silent or one word answers.
In particular, in the first two classrooms, the number of student argumentation was almost zero.
In other early classrooms, student still did not show their argumentation proficiency. The
following is an example of student improved argumentation skills.
Smith:
Nancy:
Smith:
Nancy:

How can you solve this problem?
Ah, to solve this problem, we talk about the reactors and its volume.
Right!
So, to solve the equations, we need balance equations here. It’s gonna be
related to the flow rates in these three points. Because it’s liquid phase, it
has the same inlet and outlet flow rate, right?

Answering Dr. Smith’s question, Nancy shows her argumentation skill improved. To support
her claim, “we need balance equations”, she used evidence, “the flow rates in these three points”.
Further, to articulate her claim, Nancy used warrant, “it has the same inlet and outlet flow rate”
and backing, “it’s liquid phase.” Students in the expert discourse, organized their arguments
with claims, evidence, warrants, and backings with multiple sentences.
In the semester that I observed Dr. Smith’s classrooms, this excerpt of classroom
discourse came to represent the most important quality I found of instruction that worked. That
is, instruction that helps students understand abstract engineering concepts, its meaning, and real
world application in depth. It connected students’ own experience to real world examples using
everyday language. Most importantly, it enabled students to think, present, and share their ideas
with other persons. Instead of trying to memorize engineering knowledge that they considered
as factual knowledge, students asked questions why, how, and when of engineering
comprehension and experiments. In this classroom, students were engaged, not merely “on
tasks.” Unlike most, this class was not about the transmission and recitation of information, and
the teacher’s role was not that of asking questions to see how much students knew and going
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over the points they did not yet understand. This session was about figuring things out-in class,
face-to-face, teacher and students together.
The features of active learning engineering classrooms. Traditional teacher and learner
roles here were reversed. Rather than lecturing or quizzing students about the main points, this
teacher instead took notes from them about their ideas. There was no penalty for error in this
class; feigning a lapse, the teacher allowed a student to help him with a character’s name. In this
class, students as well as the teacher asked key questions, and in the end it was the students, not
the teacher, who explained the main point. In a traditional lecture-based classroom, the majority
of instruction involves a teacher telling a student about what is already known and figured out.
Indeed, learning and being prepared for class typically mean reliably remembering what is
already known. This class went further, and instruction there was ultimately about working
collaboratively to understand what was not yet understood. Clearly this teacher took his students
seriously, and clearly, they knew it. Instruction of this sort is described inadequately by the main
points in a lesson plan. Capturing instruction and learning of this sort requires constructing a
narrative of unfolding understandings involving thoughtful interaction between and among
teacher and students. This kind of instruction, I also learned, is rare in any engineering program
of universities in the world as well as engineering programs of American universities.
Dr. Smith taught his lessons with minimum orders – brief review, a series of in-class
collaborative problem-solving activities, whole class discussion, and review of what students
learn in the class of the day. He pursues making students’ argumentation practice and
collaborative activities in class. He minimizes control by using a variety of collaborative
learning activities among students so that students can share and negotiate their ideas with their
peers to present consensus solution of the more independently. During the activities, Dr. Smith
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constantly encourages his student to discuss a real world engineering problems with their peers.
The students, therefore, generate their ideas, negotiate them with peers, and make a consensus
solution to present it to whole class. Students’ active discussion between and among students
and their professor occurred frequently, more than 20 minutes a day.
It is the crucial features of classroom discourse in Dr. Smith’s course that Students have
more freedom to participate in contrast to typical engineering courses. In most class sessions,
the main objectives of Dr. Smith’s lesson are not to transmit factual engineering knowledge to
students. Thus, he rarely lectured to cover the material for each class. In class, students mostly
play a primary role in classroom conversations. During in-class problem solving activities,
learning tends to occur between students through collaborative discussions. The students do not
hesitate and avoid presenting ideas within a small group of peers as they did their professors who
evaluate their response in front of a whole class. They take risks and argue with peers. As such,
this is not pre-planned lesson to limit the scope of classroom conversation students and Dr. Smith
engage. Dr. Smith did not follow a strictly organized lesson plan with specific tasks but
organized his lessons with diverse types of active learning strategies to increase his students’
interests.
Assessment of Students’ Written Arguments
Assertion #1. The use of TExT simulators contributed to increasing students’ content
knowledge.
According to students’ pretest and posttest scores and student interviews, TExT
simulators helped students gain more scores in posttest than that in pretest. An effective size was
calculated to examine the practical importance of this test. Student interviews also elaborated
how TExT simulators positively helped their learning in diverse ways in class. Three students
advocated the effectiveness of engineering simulators to learn engineering.
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Pretest and posttest scores. Students’ mean score was increased from 5.03 (SD = 1.78)
in the pretest to 7.05 (SD = 1.78) in the postest. To examine the effect of student learning using
the simulator, pretest and postest results were compared for one unit taught. A total of 34 of 44
students (75%) completed both pretest and posttests. Ten students who took pretest did not
complete the posttest. These missing data were discarded. I initially looked across student gain
scores and recognized that many students increased their scores. Some students considerably
increased gained scores from 2 to 8, from 2 to 9, and from 5 to 10 out of 10 questions. To test
the effectiveness of simulator statistically I conducted a paired t-test in 95% confidence interval
and a α of 0.01. The result indicated a statistically significant increase, t(34) = 5.91, p < 0.0001,
d = 0.881. The effect size for this analysis (d = 1.19) was found to exceed Cohen’s (1988)
convention for a large effect (d = .80). Although these results were considered to be statistically
significant, there are several possible confounding factors to influence students’ test scores.
Further, teacher instruction, classroom atmosphere, or other learning factors could possibly
influence students’ performance.
Student interviews. In order to find out what contributed to the gains observed in just a
few short weeks, I turned to the interviews of the students. Students reported from both classes
that the simulator allowed them the opportunity to interact with the content that left a longer
lasting impression. Mike argued that the simulator helped him visualize abstract engineering
concept as real and practical features understood:
In the big context, Kinetics and reactions, in what we have done so far, the simulator was
appropriate because you got to see practical stuffs. You have to see something practical
if you want to work on reactor later. So, you will be able to deal with all this stuff. I
thought it was practical and helpful. It was totally related to what we were doing. So that
(with the simulator) was even better to see what’s going on more than just reading texts.
When you see what’s going on, you see numbers and you see my conversion is going up,
my temperature is going up. ‘Oh! That makes sense.’ You see more like practical stuffs.
You see more than theory. (Mike)
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Here, Mike points out the effectiveness of the simulator that helped his learning in two ways:
Practicality and sense-making. Because chemical engineering students learned content
knowledge about chemical reactions through mainly readings, they could have opportunities to
simulate real reactors with which many students would work for their chemical engineering
plants and other facilities. Moreover, students could have a better sense to make to change
variables necessary to use real reactors as a simplified model. For instance, Mike pointed out the
use of simulators helped him understand the relationship between conversion and temperature.
The use of simulator supported Mike to connect his learning to real work experience.
Students reported that by using the simulator they were more likely to see trends and
concepts embedded in the data—trends only mentioned or implied by texts and lectures. It is a
challenge to run wet labs like in chemistry classes or traditional physics labs when dealing with
systems and long-term change. The use of the simulator allowed students to examine long-term
changes and experiments in minutes. In addition, students combined their examination of longterm changes with the necessary criteria of multiple runs for comparing experiments. After
using the simulator students reported a greater understanding of the concepts presented in class.
Theo described how he used the simulator and how the simulator helped his learning:
We usually forget what we did from homework after we finished it. But when we used
the simulator, we changed variables and observed the trend. It helps me understand the
concepts better. So, it definitely helps me solve problems. (Theo)
Here, Theo argued that the use of simulators helped his conceptual understanding and problem
solving. He particularly stressed on ‘we’ who participated in collaborative activities as a group
and pointed out how those collaborative activities with simulators enabled him to engage in real
engineering practices. Though the students experienced real chemical reactors by making
experiments in a laboratory course after Dr. Smith’s classes over a semester, students could
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better understand how simulators worked prior to and after laboratory classes through online as
many as they wanted. In fact, Theo cannot find a trend without using a simulator and collecting
much data. By using simulators, he experienced an authentic engineering practice by changing
variables, collecting a set of data, and analyzing and interpreting them to find an accurate trend.
Consequently, the simulator mediates Theo’s authentic engineering practices.
In addition to the mention of ease of generating repeated runs, the assistance with
difficult concepts and practical applications of theories, students also pointed to the roll of the
simulator in preparing them for real engineering jobs. I asked students what they thought
practicing engineers did in their daily work and whether or not the simulator helped them in
preparing for their eventual career. The feedback I received on the survey and in interviews was
a resounding “Yes.” David considered the use of simulator as the experience of real engineering
work in his workplace.
I think the simulator is very nice and very complex. Maybe, it will get you involved with
more job experience. If someone designs some kind of simulation, actually you are doing
more than calculation, actually showing what you are doing around your job stuff like
that. Then I am sure that it will be very helpful. (David)
Here, David also shared his positive experience about using simulators in terms of practical and
real job experience. As an engineering student, David must have learned engineering through
mathematical calculation as I did. It is interesting to listen to the authentic experiences that
Mike, Theo, and David commonly favored regarding collaborative engineering practice with
simulators. Learning engineering through receiving content knowledge and mathematical
calculation cannot be ineffective and inferior to learning engineering through active learning
instruction. However, the upper-level engineering students are excited at participating in
authentic engineering practices as engineers like in real workplaces.
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In sum, increased students’ posttest scores showed that students’ use of simulators
incorporated Dr. Smith’s instruction improved their content knowledge. The collaborative
problem-solving activities with simulators facilitated students to do engineering practices
through practical application. Students pointed to the connections the simulator the helped them
make to as well as their aspirations in future engineering work. In the next section I describe
influence of the learning context on the use of the simulator and how this match extended the
problem-solving notions and practices implicit in the design of the simulator.
Assertion #2. Collaborative problem-solving activities helped students constructing
interactive classroom discourse by participating in active learning strategies and scientific
argumentation practices with peers and a professor.
Active learning strategies. Dr. Smith who created the simulator was a strong proponent
of active learning strategies Regularly, Dr. Smith would break up the three 50 minute lectures a
week with problems he would pose to the group. The cycle would include the asking of an openended synthesis reactor question, the facilitation of pairs or small groups to solve the problem in
class, the students’ public defense of answers to one another, and the general critique of the
professor of the limitations of the answers. Sometimes there were human models introduced
where students could “act out” the roles of reactants or explicit connections to real life incidents.
Regardless of the variation, every class had an open problem-solving component where the
expectation was established for students to guess, argue, present evidence, and examine multiple
possible solutions.
An example vignette is given below from the field notes and classroom observation.
The professor intentionally provided opportunity for both collaboration and competition
in the context of class. When asked what kinds of teaching strategies he intentionally
used to establish the learning context during his modified lectures period. His responses
reveal a predisposition toward learning engineering that requires students to not only
actively solve problems but also compare them in a social context. (Field notes ~ October
2012)
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Here, Dr. Smith never stopped inviting his students to exchange their ideas with peers. He paid
attention to maintain student interest in a variety of small and large group activities and kept so
students from being stuck in a rut. It was crucial for Dr. Smith to motivate his students in class
because his active learning pedagogy much relied on students’ strong motivations. Therefore, he
constantly encouraged his students to talk about their ideas with peers, negotiate them to
conclude their group answer, and share them in public. During collaborative problems solving
activities, Dr. Smith was facilitating students’ collaborative problem solving by questioning,
intervening, responding, and prompting.
A follow up interview with Dr. Smith directly after the lesson described the thinking,
planning, and formative evaluation of his lesson as he reflected on his class and our questions.
He stated:
The things I do included … circulating through the class while they are solving the
problems, eavesdropping on their conversations and answering their questions. I find
students are much more likely to stop me and ask a question as I stroll by than they would
have been if I stood at the front of the room and said “Does anyone have any questions?”
If I find a group that is stuck or headed in the wrong direction, I try to get them back on
track. I do the same kind of circulating during the time they are explaining their
solutions. I try to notice good explanations, so that if their partner nominates them, I
will select them to present to the class.
Regular observations of his class demonstrated such values where I saw students routinely
engaging in a public discourse making claims, justifying solutions, and generally contributing to
construction of shared knowledge. According to this statement, Dr. Smith positioned himself as
a facilitator, not just an engineering subject matter expert. He was not standing still and
expecting students to be silent but circulating through students, eavesdropping during students’
discussion. Dr. Smith focused on playing a role as a facilitator. Therefore, what he did were ‘I
try to get them back on track’ and ‘I try to notice good explanation…I will select them to present
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to the class.’ In contrast, as evaluators, any serious engineering professors would call out a
student’s name, evaluate his answer, and fix it with a correct answer. They expect to control
students and make them quiet to cover the amount of contents to teach based on lesson plans.
However, in a learning survey, the upper-level engineering students demonstrated that active
learning strategies helped their learning engineering.
Learning surveys. Students reported liking the strategies Dr. Smith used in class. The
most often mentioned strategies he used included peer problem solving and expected group work
both in and out of class. When asked about these activities, students responded very positively.
Table 1. Student Rating of Active Learning Strategies in Dr. Smith’s class
Somewhat Helpful
(2)

Not Helpful (1)

67%

3%

0%

41

42%

58%

0%

0%

41

Human models/“Acting out”
science concepts

29%

42%

25%

3%

41

Student to Student Peer
instruction

25%

47%

14%

3%

41

Working in Small Groups

29%

50%

19%

8%

41

Very Helpful
(4)

Helpful
(3)

Student Grouping

29%

Spontaneous Class Problem
solving

N

Not only did students rate these strategies strongly in the survey, many mentioned
directly the teaching strategies in class, recalling many specific instances and activities that
helped them learn. Majority of the respondents favored active learning strategies used Dr.
Smith’s use in class. All respondents (100 %) stated ‘spontaneous class problem solving is very
helpful and helpful for their learning. Moreover, 96 % of the students considered ‘student
grouping’ as effective teaching strategies. Students pointed out the positive features of their
instructor’s teaching methods during class. They enjoyed collaborating with each other as a
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group. Students enumerated student grouping helped them better understand scientific concepts
and established favorable relationship with their peers in classrooms.
As far as getting me at a group, I think it’s extremely useful. In case I didn’t
understand something, the audience in a small group outside the class can help me
anyway. This class, Kinetics, I am excelling to my group of friend. But my friend James
is helping me a little bit in Transport class…I guess it’s more helpful for them to learn for
me. For me reaffirming knowledge. (James)
Group activities get students helping each other. That helps a lot. Especially,
during Dr. Smith’s class, I got to meet a lot of people. In the engineering classes, I
didn’t know them before. It helps a lot because I have people to study with. If you have a
question I know whom I can look for. At this semester, I got to meet a lot of people. They
are people I meet from Dr. Smith’s group activities. Not only in Dr. Smith’s classes, if I
have a question, I still go to friends that I met and ask them questions. (Mike)
The professor also used a peer rating system for their solutions in class and used a metadiscourse or “talk-about-the-talk” in order to highlight how and why students were thinking more
scientifically. He also provided at least one homework problem as well as application with the
simulator to connect the lecture’s concept to extended activities. Students noticed the
connection of these activities and connected embedded lessons directly to the use of the
simulator. As Theo and Mark described, the simulator enabled students to collaborate with peers
seemingly working at an authentic situation.
I think the simulator is practical. I think I can solve the problem better during
doing my homework. When he (Dr. Smith) gave us a problem. We used a lot of equations
to solve the problem. But doing the simulator is that from the beginning we have to
collect data and we have to analyze data. We did experiment and did calculation. Then
we analyzed the data. (Theo)
Outside of class, it’s kind of all the same (between traditional lecture class and
Dr. Smith’s class), though. Doing homework, I am learning a lot from
homework. I really do learn all from my homework. I think Dr. Smith’s class
itself helps us collaborate. It is just probably a big part of what engineers do. (Mark)
Overall, the simulator fit into a larger theoretical orientation of constructivist pedagogy
employed by the professor. His active learning practices led students to solve problems, share,
collaborate and participate with different social norms. There was a strong correlation with the
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culture of the classroom with the intended and instructed uses of the simulator as other social
practices. These norms led them to be effective users of the simulator as well as better critics of
knowledge claims. This becomes important later in the comparison of the implementation in
other class contexts. In the next section I explore more specifically the nature of the discourse
represented in the open-ended design questions included at the end of the pretest and posttests.
Examples of other answers and explanation
The individual students’ interview supported TExT simulator’s contribution to cultivated
students’ science discourse norms in the classrooms. The students stated the use of TExT
simulator helped them develop their ownership and critical thinking to make their decision while
they were doing experiment. Their responses were as follows:
I like the idea that it (using the simulator) was you are making the decisions about what is
being put in the experiment. So, it’s more trial and error as supposed to having step by
step process. So I like that because it makes you think critically as supposed to just think
you are working in the book. I would say that was probably the best part of the simulator.
It’s different thinking process. (Ray)
Ray valued critical thinking and ownership that the simulator facilitates to her. During the time
to run the simulator, Ray must make her decision, planning experiment, negotiating the
procedures with group members, and evaluate the final product. The tool promotes active and
collaborative learning in authentic environments like a future workplace.
In an interview, Jason showed his insight to understand the core of the use of the
simulator in this engineering course. Instead of forcing engineering students to be hectic to keep
taking notes during their professors’ lectures, engineering educators should make the students
design their plan, integrate their ideas, and test them with real experiment.
You are showing that first you design an experiment and you need experimental
data to back it up. That’s essentially what the simulator was. We are actually able to play
with a million-dollar reactor. It showed us your input and output. They give us our
experimental data. We are actually forced to do it. We are forced ourselves to determine
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what would be a good testing block of data, what would be useful or relevant data to
determine this reactor’s rate expression. We have to determine what would be good
chunks of data? (Jason)
Jason enumerated the critical feature of students’ running simulator. To back up his or her
design, Jason need data to connect each other. Therefore, the procedure is the same as that of
scientific argumentation. No concrete argument exists without evidence to support it. Therefore,
claim, evidence, and warrant can play a significant role on engineering students’ world. “First
you design your experiment,” like a claim. “You need experimental data,” like evidence to
support claim. Lastly, “We have to determine what would be good chunks of data?” like warrant
to link the data to claim with your decision. Overall, Ray and Jason’s evaluation about the
advantage of the use of TExT meet the need of engineering students’ decision-making process
when they are doing experiments.
Assertion #3. The Glitz and Innovation of Technology Was Not the Single Explanation for
Increased Scores or Favored Technology Usage
Though most literature supports the premise that the next generation of learners
Generation X and Generation Y are pro technology. That it affects every part of their life, that
they are hyper-connected to one another and the world with devices and networks, this alone
cannot account for the favor of the TExT Simulator. This is explained through data I asked
them about their current use and desired use of technology for teaching.
Students were asked which technology they currently used in and out of class. The most
common devices and technology practices were: Cellphone/Texting (88%), Social Net Working
/Facebook (87%), the internet (76%), personal gaming system (88%). Digital devices are
essential parts of their life. Therefore, I asked students which devices students desired to use in
their classrooms.
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Students show conservative attitude toward using innovative teaching strategies in class
despite their positive attitude toward the use of technology. The respondents avoid using
innovative teaching strategies but persist traditional teaching methods. Initially, the survey
results of students’ use of technology shows 94% of students enjoy using technology
(Mean=3.46, SD=0.67), 98% of students stated technology helps their learning (Mean=3.39,
SD=0.63), and they prefer taking courses using technology in future (Mean=3.17, SD=0.74). The
statement reveals technology is an essential tool for students’ learning.
Table 2. Student’ use of technology
Strongly Agree
(4)

Agree
(3)

Disagree
(2)

Strongly
Disagree (1)

N

I enjoy using technology.

54%

41%

2%

2%

41

Technology is a major part of my life.

54%

34%

10%

2%

41

Technology helps me to learn.

44%

57%

0%

2%

41

I prefer taking courses which implement
technology.

24%

54%

10%

2%

41

27

59%

12%

2%

I would like to use this kind of technology
in future course.

41

Moreover, students reported the use of simulator virtually helped them better understand
the engineering concepts. Results showed the use of simulator also increases students’ interest
(90%), awareness of practical application (91%), and problem-solving skills (80%) through the
use of simulator. Students stated the activities related to TExT simulator particularly improved
their awareness of practical application of engineering concepts (Mean = 3.02, SD = 0.47) and
the simulator also developed their problem-solving skills (Mean = 2.90, SD = 0.62). In sum,
students’ responses supported the effectiveness of the use of simulator in this course.
Students most favored teaching practices. However, students responded traditional
teaching strategies were more helpful than technology implemented ones in contrast to their
positive statements for technology-implemented classes in previous survey responses. Results
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show the chemical engineering students chose traditional teaching methods in traditional
engineering classes, such as lecture (M = 3.19, SD = 0.67), mathematical calculation (M = 3.02,
SD = 0.70), and note taking (M = 2.83, SD = 0.70).
Table 3. Students’ evaluation of the use of TExT simulator
Strongly Agree
(4)

Agree
(3)

Disagree
(2)

Strongly
Disagree (1)

N

I learned the engineering concepts better as
a result of using the TExT simulator.

19%

66%

10%

5%

41

The TExT simulator motivates me to study
my area of interest.

7%

68 %

22%

2%

41

The activities related to the TExT simulation
increased my awareness of practical
applications of these concepts.

17%

73%

10%

0%

41

I feel very confident with my ability to use
the TExT simulator to solve problems.

12%

68%

17%

2%

41

I am confident interpreting the output data
from the TExT simulator.

17%

66

17%

0%

41

Students desired use. Furthermore, the students reported they desired to use traditional
teaching strategies instead of innovative strategies implementing technologies in class, despite
their preference to the use of technologies to the class. Results show Powerpoint/presos
(Mean=3.97, SD=0.61), lecture (Mean=3.91, SD=0.65), note-taking (Mean =3.34, SD=0.94) and
mathematical calculations (Mean=3.63, SD=0.94) are considered as primary teaching strategies.
Moreover, students avoid using technologies, which is against the premise of their pro
technology characteristics, such as Personal gaming system (Mean=1.72, SD=1.05), social
networking (Mean=1.56, SD=1.05), and Cell phone or Texting (Mean=1.47, SD=0.97).
Engineering students who experienced active learning through the simulator in Dr. Smith
class assessed the collaboration as a small group helped their learning. Students exchanged their
opinions with others and solved problems together. In fact, they considered this group work as a
practice experience in their future workplace.
Keith enumerates the advantage of group work because he can learn through negotiation
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with peers. However, he does not feel real learning through traditional lecture learning relying
on note taking skills.
It’s (group work) better than giving a straight answer. Form a group, discuss it, and try to
answer. If you can’t solve it, she or he can tell it. After giving ten minutes, she or he can
ask you to solve a question. If you can’t solve the question she or he tells the answer and
Maybe when you just copy you don’t learn anything. When a lecture is too fast, you just
copy, copy, and copy. You don’t know what’s going on. (Keith)
Table 4. Students’ evaluation for helpful teaching strategies
Somewhat Helpful
(2)

Not Helpful (1)

67%

5%

0%

41

42%

58%

0%

0%

41

Human models/“Acting out”
science concepts

29%

42%

25%

5%

41

Student to Student Peer
instruction

25%

47%

25%

2%

41

Working in Small Groups

29%

50%

19%

2%

41

Very Helpful
(4)

Helpful
(3)

Student Grouping

29%

Spontaneous Class Problem
solving

N

David understands the feature of engineering work as collaboration. Engineering work is
not an individual work but a group work. Therefore, he always tried to listen to other group
members’ opinion. However, David is successfully engaged in the active learning strategies that
he will ultimately develop.
These jobs are meant to be a lot of people. Engineering in general is meant to be a team. I
get the general picture that a group of people together solves common problems. The
problem is of course related to chemical engineers, what’s unique for chemical engineers
probably, knowledge of kinetics and reactor design. I think that’s the unique knowledge
that we have, if you compare us to other engineers. (David)
Finally, teaching strategies that the students desired did not match those that students
actually used and positively experienced based on students’ survey responses. Engineering
students preferred traditional lecture-based instruction to innovative and technology
implemented-instruction from engineering faculties. Most students stick to the same way that
they are familiar with in traditional classroom. They want to stay in their comfort zone. The
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engineering students wanted lectures, note taking, Power-point, and more familiar teaching
methods. No video games, no social networking. The students avoid using technological tools
that possible improve their learning in an innovative way.
Table 5. Students’ Conservative Attitude toward the Desired Use of technology in Class
`

Several times
per class
(5)

Every class
(4)

A few times
per month
(3)

A few times
per semester
(2)

Never
(1)

N

Social Networking
(Facebook, Blogs, Twitters)

3%

5.56%

8%

11%

72%

36

Browsing the Net

3%

3%

33%

8%

53%

36

Cell phone/Texting

3%

3%

8%

11%

76%

36

Personal gaming systems

3%

6%

11%

22%

53%

36

Student created multimedia
products

3%

6%

14%

30%

47%

36

These results showed that students wanted to stay in their comfort zone of learning.
Though they valued innovative teaching strategies by engaging in diverse active learning
strategies above, majority of Dr. Smith’s students desired traditional non-interactive teaching
strategies. According to Table 7., students wanted their future professor to use traditional
teaching strategies. Among many instructional strategies including active learning strategies and
traditional teaching strategies, students chose more receptive strategies than others. In the above
table, the students even preferred Powerpoint/presos and lectures to note taking and
mathematical calculation.
Table 6. Traditional teaching strategies of desired use
Instruction Strategies

`

Several times
per class
(5)

Every class
(4)

A few times
per month
(3)

A few times
for semester
(2)

Never
(1)

N

Powerpoint/presos

14%

72%

8%

5%

3%

36

Lecture
Note taking
Math. Calculation

14%

64%

11%

8%

3%

36

8%

53%

22%

11%

6%

36

14%

50%

11%

22%

3%

36
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Implications
This study provides empirical support to demonstrate how active learning instruction
successfully establishes interactive classroom discourse and to assess its effectiveness in
undergraduate engineering classrooms. Despite students’ initial reluctance at the beginning of
the semester, over time the instructor succeeded to engage students in class discussion and
argumentation. Appropriating the norms of active learning discourse, the students transitioned
through three phases of classroom discourse under the guidance of the instructor. The students’
content knowledge and fluency in scientific argumentation increased as a result of the active
learning strategies. In this chapter, I discuss implications for learning and learners, teaching,
assessment, and future research.
Implications for Learning and Learners
Over decades, engineering education researchers have strongly promoted active learning
instruction to support students to participate in engineering lessons in engineering classrooms.
Many researchers have studied that active learning is a better instruction strategy than traditional
lecture-based instruction. Much research has reported that active learning is more effective than
lecture to engineering through quantitative evidences using student test scores and student selfreporting surveys, which can be easily measurable.
However, in this study, I have shown that a variety of active learning strategies helped
engineering students learn authentic engineering practices through solving problems with peers
and using scientific argumentation. As the students participated in in-class experiment designing
activities, problem solving activities, and other small or large group activities in class, the
students appropriated the norms of this participatory classroom discourse. Dr. Smith’s students
asked more questions to their professor and engaged in more scientific argumentation activities
active as well as improved their content knowledge about this engineering course. I found that
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students developed their scientific argumentation practices while they were engaging engineering
practices with peers. As socialized in a variety of active learning activities and scientific
argumentation in class, Dr. Smith’s engineering students could establish an interactive classroom
discourse. Students’ active participation in learning demonstrates that it is unfair to criticize
engineering students as the primary factor to fail to use an active learning instruction as a new
instruction. Engineering students will be able to learn engineering through active learning
instruction, if the instruction is used effectively to the specific classroom contexts.
Furthermore, in addition to positive learning experience from students in Dr. Smith’s class,
I compare student outcomes between my findings and the ABET’s student outcomes. The
ABET defines ‘Student Outcomes’ as follows.
Student Outcomes – Student outcomes describe what students are expected to know and be
able to do by the time of graduation. These relate to the knowledge, skills, and behaviors
that students acquire as they progress through the program.
These general criteria describe the essential skills and knowledge that engineering students
should earn for baccalaureate level programs. Even though I do not argue that the ABET criteria
should be used to evaluate engineering students’ learning at any program, the ABET criteria are
a useful tool to study whether engineering students do authentic engineering practice, which
current engineering communities. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET) describes eleven essential student outcomes at the General criterion 3, 2017 – 2018.
Over a semester, Dr. Smith’s students consistently practiced 7 out of 11 essential abilities.
However, because the students had few opportunities to learn and earn the other four student
outcomes, I excluded the student outcomes for Dr. Smith’s students; c) an ability to design a
system, component, or process to meet desired needs within realistic constraints such as
economic, environmental, social, political, ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and
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sustainability, (f) an understanding of professional and ethical responsibility, (h) the broad
education necessary to understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global, economic,
environmental, and societal context, (j) a knowledge of contemporary issues.
Moreover, Dr. Smith’s five active learning activities helped his students practice the
necessary skills in the ABET Student Outcome criteria (See. Appendix D). Participating in these
five active learning activities, the engineering students have sufficient opportunities to earn
essential engineering skills: engineering problem solving, engineering design, data analysis and
interpretation, communication, and collaboration. As revealed through my analysis of the
student argumentation over a semester, the undergraduate engineering students had developed
their engineering knowledge, communication skills, and engineering design practices.
Recent research asserted that student resistance hinders professors from using active
learning in engineering classrooms successfully. However, through decades of schooling, the
upper-level engineering students in Dr. Smith’s classroom had been socialized with passive
learning. Having engaged in the new active learning environment with peers and their
professors, students will be able to appropriate the new norm of participatory discourse to
become active participants in class. Thus, when engineering professors use active learning
effectively, they will be able to teach considerable engineering content knowledge and improve
student engagement at the course.
My findings demonstrate that using argumentation enables engineering professors to be
able to accomplish the accreditation criteria (CAEP, 2017) in engineering classrooms. I have
demonstrated that Dr. Smith in this study has figured out how to reach these challenging goals
and while argumentation skills may or may not result from the presence of these attributes, they
were also achieved to a high degree. Not only did the professor bring his students to an
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advanced learning by current reform and accreditation standards, their argumentation discourse
became more sophisticated as an additional outcome. It is important that scientific argumentation
can be a quantitative outcome in engineering classrooms and should therefore be used as a
central practice in engineering communication. This finding is particularly meaningful because
argumentation is so rarely mentioned in engineering education literature except research related
to engaging engineering students in engineering ethical problem solving (Jonassen, Shen, Marra,
Cho, Lo, & Lohani, 2009). It is an available analytical tool which can be useful to examine the
oral and written communication practices in engineering classrooms. This study stands as an
evidentiary proof for engineering professors that enhance student engineering communication
abilities. Although there is a lack of professionals and faculty to use scientific argumentation to
teach engineering, these communication skills across STEM disciplines are important for
professors to teach engineering in classrooms.
In this study, I have demonstrated that teaching engineering with active learning
instruction can scaffold student inquiry and argumentation and establishes interactive classroom
discourse. It is challenging for undergraduate engineering students to acquire such a classroom
discourse as they had little academic experiences. Research has clearly demonstrated that the
vast experience of the majority of engineering students has been engineering through teachercentered instruction. Thus, the success of active learning instruction results from rethinking
essential classroom contexts. It is critical for professors to scaffold expectations, tasks, student
roles, and learning to establish a novel classroom discourse.
In active learning classrooms, diverse active learning activities provide students with
opportunities to exchange their ideas with peers and their professor. Finding multiple answers
through scaffolding argumentation, students will be able to establish an interactive classroom
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discourse. The more engineering students have opportunities to learn to argue how real
engineers claim, support their claims with evidence, and negotiate different ideas with other
engineers to solve authentic engineering problems, the better engineering students develop
abilities to communicate with other engineers, professionals, and even citizens in the future.
Their improved communication abilities will enable engineering students to interact with diverse
communities of engineering practices in the future.
Current engineering communities underscore communication competence as an essential
engineering practice. The National Academy of Engineering report (2016) elaborates that
engineering companies seek to hire engineering students with strong communication abilities to
work with their colleagues, other engineers, and non-experts. Traditionally, written tests have
been a primary tool to measure engineering students’ proficiency in engineering knowledge. The
written tests have consisted of students’ memorization of content knowledge and mathematical
skills. However, argumentation can be an alternative tool to be considered to assess engineering
student communication. Thus, engineering professors need to understand that embedding
argumentation practice is new to most engineering students.
First, students need to understand that learning argumentation is an essential skill to
improve their engineering communication skills. This instruction method contrasts with the
current popular practice and mode of content delivery that results in students memorizing content
knowledge and preparing for tests. Students need to have abilities to discuss their content
knowledge and negotiate different perspectives with peers and professors, and persuader
others. To solve numerous problems better, learning engineering should be a collaborative
practice as well as an individual practice.
Nevertheless, using the form of active learning instruction does not guarantee student-
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learning improvement. In addition to using the form, engineering professors need to encourage
their students to actively participate in collaborative practices and help students to engage in
argumentation. Engaging in argumentation as a primary learning activities, engineering students
will be able to better understand the goal of argumentation practice. The findings of this study
demonstrate that engineering students successfully understood the nature of engineering when
their professor explained why the students needed to talk and do engineering, not just listen to
engineering.
This community of engineering practice demonstrates a sociocultural aspect of learning
communities. As Bakhtin (1981), Harre (1983), Rommertveil (2003), Vygostky (1986), and
Wittgenstein (1953) argue, knowledge is constructed in social context, learning occurs through
human interaction using languages, and languages mediates human minds. These sociocultural
characteristics can be shown how students learn engineering in classrooms. In Dr. Smith’s
course, solving engineering problems with peers in class, students have constructed their
engineering content knowledge, scientific argumentation skills, and other engineering
practices. Solving problem with peers by using scientific argumentations, engineering students
became aware of the classroom discourse. The engineering students not only appropriated the
norms of the academic discourse in the engineering classroom but also had mutually developed
the inactive classroom discourse toward interactive classroom discourse.
I found that collaborative scientific argumentation during in-class problem-solving
activities foster students’ content knowledge. Thus, having strong argumentation skills will be
able to provide engineering students with strong individual assets. To become successful
collaborators, the students need to acquire relevant scientific argumentation in solving
engineering problems with peers. This peer argumentation practices enables students to think
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about multiple potential solutions to solve an engineering problem instead of one correct
solution, which values diverse ideas in engineering.
In sum, engineering students need to understand the importance of scientific argumentation
and develop scientific argumentation proficiency through individual and collaborative
practices. To accomplish this goal, all students in a classroom should actively participate in
group problem-solving activities and discussions. Sufficient practices with peers can make
students become advanced communicators to solve real world engineering problems.
Contemporary engineering communities have promoted undergraduate engineering
students to active participate in communities of engineering learners to become successful
engineers (Wankat, 2013; Felder & Hadgraft, 2013). However, despite engineering researchers’
recommendations, the junior and senior engineering students in my study reported that they had
hardly joined communities of engineering learners outside the engineering classrooms across
their learning experience according to their interviews and survey.
However, engineering simulators that mediate collaborative engineering problem-solving
enable the engineering students to experience a community of learners in and out of classrooms.
Solving engineering problems with peers through scientific argumentation in class, engineering
students practice collaboration and communication in the community of engineering practices.
Particularly, the flipped version of collaborative problem-solving activities using engineering
simulator will be able to mediate students’ collaboration to construct classroom discourse as a
complex form of Active learning. In various engineering programs, engaging discipline driven
practices with the use of simulators, students will be able develop disciplinary practices
specialized in their engineering majors.
To summarize, engineering students will be able to learn engineering through interactive
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classroom discourse by having sufficient opportunities to argue with peers through collaborative
problem solving and discussions. It is true that changing familiar discourse is challenging to
both engineering students and professors. Thus, engineering students should understand the
essential needs to invest their times and efforts to appropriate this participatory classroom
discourse and construct interactive classroom discourse responding to active learning pedagogy.
It is important for current engineering students to learn and practice essential engineering skills
used in professional engineering practices: collaboration and communication.
Implications for Teaching
Engineering education researchers have studied what constitute effective teaching and
how to use effective teaching approaches in engineering classrooms. Kittleson and Southerland
(2004) contend that engineering professors can use modeling collaborative interactions to foster
student engagement in class. However, before using any teaching approaches, it is important for
engineering professors to understand various conditions their classroom contexts. Understanding
their classroom contexts correctly, engineering professors have difficulties to teach their students
effectively. For instance, my analysis showed that students hardly appropriated the new
discourse norms that their professor wanted to establish because they already had the practiced
norms from previous teacher-centered, lecture-based learning experience. To succeed to apply
active learning instruction to teach engineering, engineering professors should learn and practice
how to establish active learning discourse. They should understand unique characteristics of
their students and various classroom contexts.
Professors play crucial roles to use active learning instruction to teach engineering
because this instruction requires them to have knowledge to orchestrate various teaching
strategies, instead of static lecture-based instruction in engineering classrooms. In this
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challenging classroom environments, the professors should support students to make good
decisions to what, how, and when they interact with, scientific argumentation, model
collaborative to establish their engineering classroom discourses. This study supports previous
findings that engineering faculty is considered as the most important factor to achieve an
engineering instruction reform (Lattuce, Bergom, & Knight, 2014, Wankat & Bullard,
2016). My findings demonstrate that engineering professors should negotiate different
discourses with their students and facilitate them to appropriate discursive norms of participation
in their desirable engineering discourse. The professors should persist in helping their students
understand the goals of their active learning instructions. Regardless of external factors out of
engineering classroom contexts such as engineering societies, a university, a school of
engineering, and engineering departments, engineering professors play the most critical role in
initiating successful engineering education reform.
However, it is a challenging task for engineering professors to use active learning
instruction instead of lecture that they have used for many years. Most engineering professors
have been trained as engineers, not teachers. They have seldom invested much times and efforts
to learn and practice a new teaching instruction. Many engineering professors used lectures, the
ways in which they learned engineering from their professors in their undergraduate classrooms.
Therefore, despite much engineering education research on the effectiveness of active learning
instruction, the engineering instruction reform tends to have limited effect on engineering
faculty.
The comprehensive guidelines about active learning instruction are different from recipes
in a cookbook. When we carefully follow a recipe, we can make a dish that we want. However,
your students are different from ingredients in a recipe. Your students are different from those in
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the example guideline of active learning instruction that introduces useful active learning
strategies and activities. For instance, this study shows that particular engineering students need
much time to begin participating in active learning activities when they had little experience in
active learning instruction. In the first interview of my study, Dr. Smith, emphasized that the
goal to develop his active learning instruction with the use of engineering simulators was to
create a cookbook. His goal was to help other engineering instructors, specifically novice
engineer instructors would be able to teach the same subject successfully like an experienced
professor.
Moreover, engineering faculty should help students clearly understand teachers’
expectations for their students. It is important for engineering students to engage in discursive
practices and make sense of them through active participation. The findings of this study
showed that the passive undergraduate students abandoned traditional, receptive norms of
traditional engineering classroom discourse in Dr. Smith’s course. The students appropriated the
participatory discourse through interactions. They had increased questioning, arguing and
critiquing over a semester.
Engineering faculty should articulate, negotiate, and persuade students to engage in
interactive classroom discourse through modeling these scientific argumentation procedures in
class. This is critical because undergraduate engineering students who had hardly practiced how
to argue with peers and their professor to learn in previous engineering courses. Schooled by
passive learning, the students have difficulties in adapting the participatory discourse. Thus,
engineering professors should be good models for engineering students to learn how to argue in
engineering discipline. When professors succeed to demonstrate how they construct their
arguments, claiming with relevance evidences by persuasive reasoning throughout a semester,
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the undergraduate engineering students enable themselves to recognize what their professors
expect and demonstrate.
This study has described that engineering faculty need to reflect their instructions to
improve their teaching proficiency in addition to having interests in effective instructions and
instructional training. During classes, engineering faculty invested much times for explaining
subject knowledge by presenting lectures and writing long and complex mathematical
solutions. These teacher-centered instructions have been a dominant method to teach
engineering.
Many engineering students have argued that engineering is a difficult subject to
learn. The level of students’ academic proficiency varies in many undergraduate engineering
classrooms. In many engineering classroom, it is difficult for engineering professors to
differentiate their instruction to the various level of students’ academic abilities. When students’
incomplete understandings of engineering knowledge have been accumulated for multiple
classes, the students become disengaged in learning engineering, lose their interests in
engineering, and suspect their abilities to study engineering further. Lack of engagement and
belonging is one of three primary factors to make students leave engineering.
Therefore, engineering professors should make strong efforts to promote student
engagement by making student work with their peers and a professor during classes. They
should continue to invite their students to participate in diverse small, large, and whole group
activities. To establish participatory classroom discourse, the professors should always reflect
their teaching strategies and monitor students’ responses.
Engineering professors should continue to reflect their teaching to establish the
participatory discourse where students engage in active scientific argumentation practices. Few
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undergraduate engineering students experienced scientific argumentation in science
classrooms. Therefore, professors need to monitor when their instructions were effective or
ineffective in classrooms. They should expect their students will struggle with adapting a new
discourse that they intended to establish. Therefore, when students are unfamiliar with the
classroom Discourse that promotes active student participation and communications in class,
professors should monitor student responses and adjust their teaching approaches.
Teaching and learning should occur mutually between a teacher and learners. With their
knowledge in pedagogy, successful teachers should reflect and adapt their teaching approaches
through failure as well as success. Therefore, despite a well-organized lesson plan, good
teachers should continuously monitor whether their students understand what they taught and
adapt subsequent lessons. In order to prepare for a variety of class events, teachers need to
reflect their own teaching and revise it to make better curricular.
For instance, Dr. Smith had reflected his instructions and answers to students’ questions
at every class. His class always started from his reflections to what he taught before, typically
one class ahead of a present one. It typically began with the phrase, “Before I start…” During a
semester, Dr. Smith had reflected every class and gave students his feedbacks to possess correct
information. The engineering professor have reflected his lessons and course materials every
year by adding engineering simulators to online textbooks, revising contents and organization of
the online textbook, and updating new information. Furthermore, after classes, Dr. Smith wrote
his experience on his teaching, students’ responses, and reflections. The teacher’s self-reflection
on their classroom events is the most influential factor for completing reform instruction.
These findings lead me to several claims that transcend past research and teaching
recommendations. This study shows that students appropriate active learning instruction when
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the instruction is used effectively. The data of this study demonstrated that students’ their
content knowledge and written scientific argumentation proficiency increased.
From the pretest, the engineering students’ low scores in written argumentation surprised
me. Because the upper-level engineering students had been educated in the U.S. education
system for over 15 years, I expected them to support their answers with reasons. However, their
low scores in the pretest showed that many engineering students have seldom been asked to
explain and argue about science or engineering questions. For instance, 32% of the students
submitted less than one claim. The low scored answers mainly consisted of no or a shortsentence length answer with several irrelevant reasons. The students pretend to know the answer
and hope their professor to choose only their words, which did not work. In student interviews
of the current study, all ten participating students had told me that they had no experience to
write over a paragraph answer integrated with multiple content knowledge as well as claim
answer with a list of supporting evidences.
The upper-level engineering students should be expected to engage in this level of
explaining and arguing even in their formative years as engineers. However, no previous
instructions asked these students how to collaborate with their peers. At the beginning of Dr.
Smith’s class, I had seen students keep avoiding their responses to Dr. Smith’s questions and
participating in collaborative problem-solving discussions and their participation. Engineering
students remained silent during teacher-student discussion and during student-student problem
solving activities. No student could ask students to Dr. Smith at early classes.
To promote student participation and engagement in learning, reformers must consider
culture in engineering education as a critical factor to improve students' learning
outcomes. When current students learn engineering though focusing on content knowledge,
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which their professors learned engineering as it had happened, engineering education reforms
will fail again. However, changing the culture in engineering education will be able to help
students become 21st century engineers. For instance, Felder, Brent, and Prince (2011) call upon
engineering to invest in reforms like centers, instructional developments, curriculum, and other
resources. Goldberg (2014) also argues that culture in engineering education is critical to
educate engineering students to become whole new engineers for 21st century. I argue that an
engineering education reform will succeed through making students have their ownership to
learn engineering through arguing their thinking, solving problems, and designing real products.
Third, students can learn the engineering content knowledge through using
argumentation. Their outcomes from trying this particular approach did not lose times, problem
solving abilities, and their grades. Therefore, there is little cost for not “covering the
curriculum.” This is one of the fears that engineering professors hold and it appears to be a
mythical argument for not changing their practices. In sum, engineering professors need to
perceive engineering students as problem solvers, constructors of arguments, and pursuers of
warrants with their belief. That means their version of expertise needs to change. In so doing,
engineering communities will be able to become a productive pipeline that support engineering
students to be prepared to become 21st century engineers.
Implication for Assessment
As a general practice engineering professors measured student learning based on
summative assessments and quantitative measures of their students’ knowledge. Their typical
assessments measure how well their students recall fact, solve problems, and formulate correct
answers for their homework, quizzes, mid-terms, and a final. There is not a lot of variation
across the field of engineering. In addition, engineering professors make assumptions regarding
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how much students understand and indirectly gauge the levels of student responses to teacher
generated questions. As a result, in most engineering classrooms, test scores allow engineering
professors to only assess the outcomes of student learning without on-going and formative
evaluation during lessons.
This study used Toulmin’s argumentation model as a methodological approach to
examine the level of students’ appropriation of a new mode of classroom discourse in
undergraduate engineering. Despite a professor’s lack of explicit teaching of scientific
argumentation like other studies, these findings of the application of scientific argumentation for
assessment contributes to evaluating student learning in multiple ways. Using scientific
argumentation framework, engineering professors can assess the quantity and the quality of
students’ understanding of their lessons before, during, and after classes as a formative and
summative assessment tool.
It is important to note that true reform of engineering instruction must match the
assessments with the actual instructional practices. If they do not match, potential negative
results may occur. If professors change their classroom interactions without changing their
assessment measures of problem sets with drills and mathematical solutions associated with
traditional, then engineering professors who advocate for this reform will find it hard to
distinguish themselves from anyone else in the field who has not changed their practice.
Engineering professors perceive that their approaches are correct and what they have always
done and experienced is the “best way.” There is ample evidence from the literature (citations,
Prince, Felder, Moore, etc.) that engineers believe that “it worked for them, why shouldn’t it
work for others?” Several scholars have argued that engineering education research is not
substantive nor deep enough, nor connected to educational theory to make the necessary changes
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called for in today’s reform. Reformers strongly contend the great need to change traditional
engineering instructional practices through the use of critical examination of the effectiveness of
current engineering instructions. Also, if the progressive engineering educators do promote
novel and forward thinking in students learning and are successful in promoting argumentation
and non-traditional discourse, they need also to expand their assessment options. Using old
traditional assessments to evaluate students’ factual engineering knowledge, will fail to measure
what matters most.
My findings suggest that engineering professors can assess the depth of student learning
using by engaging students in scientific argumentation in pre and post interviews. There are
many studies that have employed such assessments (Berland & Reiser, 2009; Walker &
Sampson, 2013). This study used the argumentation framework adapted from over 50 years ago
(Toulmin, 1958) and demonstrated an increase in specific kinds of thinking called upon by
reforms and manifest in classroom discourse norms. Many studies have measure argumentation
(citations). Even the strong and innovative engineering instructors that have been recognized for
good teaching, needed some kind of assistance in developing evaluation of good teaching to
assess their new approaches. As previous studies already recommended (Fink, 2006; Felder &
Brent, 2004), engineers need to consult assessment and teaching experts to develop better
evaluations collaboratively. The use of this analytical instrument is particularly useful to
examine differentiated levels of individual students’ understanding in class for formative
assessment as well as summative assessment. My findings show that engineering professors can
use the outcomes of student argumentation to monitor student learning at any time throughout
the semester and customize their own instruction accordingly. They can examine student
understanding of their lessons by monitoring student arguments during whole classroom
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discussions and also small group activities.
Most of all, I argue that engineering professors need to use multiple assessment strategies
associate with their teaching instead and not only argumentation measures. Lecture is still a
dominant instruction in engineering education. Engineering professors could add argumentation
as a useful first step in broadening their instruction techniques to more effectively reach all
learners. It is one measure of a diverse and large set of expertise by evaluating learning and
teaching in classrooms (e.g., design, collaboration, multiple solutions).
To improve undergraduate engineering students’ participation, my study shows that
student engagement in collaborative problem-solving activities and argumentation practices was
effective. Engineering faculty can use effective teaching strategies with a high level of curricular
challenge and motivate student participation at the same time. Though lecture was still the
dominant form of instruction prior to Dr. Smith’s class, I demonstrated through my observation
and interviews that undergraduate engineering students, could still engage in this kind of
learning. Literature suggests that the biggest obstacle perceived engineers trying new
instructional strategies is that students are often too resistant to change. My findings bring that
broad claim into question.
My findings demonstrate engineering students favor interactive dialogues. In both
students interviews and a learning strategy surveys, students valued active scientific
argumentation between the instructor-student and student-student interactions, in-class
collaborative problem-solving activities, and peer mentoring in a participatory classroom
discourse. In this course, Dr. Smith, provided students with sufficient opportunities to
participate in talking and doing engineering with all members in an engineering classroom.
Although their professor did directly teach argumentation skills by using active learning
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instruction, by having students engaged in scientific discussions and engineering practices in
every class, students were empowered to initiate discussions, negotiate different ideas, and
persuade others to reach a mutually agreed solutions. Through the routine collaborative
argumentation practices, the engineering students improved their scientific argumentation
proficiency as well as their content knowledge based on the use of argumentation as an analytical
tool to assess student learning in the present study.
Implications for Future Research
In this study, I have argued for the needs that engineering educators should teach
scientific argumentation in undergraduate engineering classrooms. I have demonstrated how an
engineering instructor successfully used active learning strategies, engaged students in activities
which encouraged active appropriation of discourse norms, and scaffolded classroom discourse
to achieve his desired goals. The findings of this study raise important new questions for future
research in engineering education.
I have found that when an engineering instructors consistently assist students in
understanding the explicit goals of a teacher’s active learning pedagogy, it enables them to
embrace the innovative teaching approach and develop their agency. Though undergraduate
engineering students’ learning may change, it does not guarantee change their receptive learning
attitude. In contrast to the popular engineering claim that students are resistant to change, it is
very likely that the responsibility of the slow change in engineering instruction reside within the
professoriate. Students have largely been indoctrinated through traditional measures. If they
sense that professors can be persuaded or demotivated to be innovative, it is in the students’ best
interest to negotiate a minimal path of resistance. They know how to succeed in traditional
classrooms. They are assured success through that path. The responsibility falls upon the
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instructor to persist if change is going to occur. The engineering professor’s persistence to
encourage student participation and constant negotiation between the old norms of transferring
knowledge and the new norms of constructing knowledge. Engineering professors plays an
extremely important role facilitating student engagement in collaborative problem-solving
activities similar to authentic engineering practices. Therefore, I contend that engineering
education research needs to pay more attentions to examine classroom discourses in diverse
engineering disciplines. We also need to study scenarios where change has occurred and fine
tune our examinations for successful factors in moving the needle. In addition, finding when and
why engineering professor succumb to traditional practices is a rare practice. Engineering
education research needs to be more honest and forthright about failures and correcting
substandard practices. Further studies on engineering disciplinary discourses will enable
researchers and engineer educators to understand the use of active learning instructions and
student engagement in learning engineering practices as discourse.
More focus is also necessary in areas of intervention studies using scientific
argumentation instruction in undergraduate engineering classrooms. According to the Next
Generation Science Standard (NGSS Lead States, 2013), science educators and science
education researchers have implemented explicit scientific argumentation instruction in K-12
science classrooms. Although undergraduate engineering education may have different
curriculum goals and contexts, it is important for engineering educators in higher education to
understand how their students were prepared to be engineering students. If engineering students
are well-prepared to be skillful in scientific argumentation in K-12 STEM classrooms,
engineering education in higher education should be prepared to examine these students and its
impacts on engineering classrooms.
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Engineering education researchers also need to pay more attention to studies outside their
specific areas and disciplines. Engineering education researchers can learn to conduct
longitudinal and large-scale studies on argumentative discourse in engineering classroom and
more careful use of active learning instructions. It is meaningful for researchers to examine how
undergraduate engineering students who have engage in active learning classroom discourse
have changed, if any, their learning attitude and to whom their studies are transferrable. This is
not to say the findings of this study should be generalized in general engineering classroom
research contexts. Rather, it serves as a model for examining other kinds of context where it is
deemed relevant. The limitations of this study emerge a necessary question. To what extent do
the undergraduate engineering students’ appropriated norms of active learning discourse impact
their engineering practices when a large number of students have engaged in the participatory
discourse with scientific argumentation for a long period of time?
Many engineering education researchers and educators have made efforts to improve
engineering education in higher education by a variety of approaches such as designing effective
engineering instructions, professional development for faculty and changing the culture of
engineering communities. There is limited evidence available which would demonstrate the
effectiveness of professional development and faculty change incentives for developing faculty
competencies in instructional strategies like argumentation. Despite many recommendations for
successful engineering education reform and emerging questions for instructional developments,
more attention is needed to understand how faculty adapt with fidelity new measures, what
motivates their change, and how undergraduate engineering students choose to voluntarily
participate in current engineering practice and classroom discourse mediated by multimodal
learning environments. These are questions yet unanswered and deserving of more attention.
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Appendix A
Screen shot from online simulator
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Appendix B
Pre-test and post-test
A. Indicate whether each of the following statements is true or false.
1. Steady state operation is preferred when kinetics experiments are performed using a PFR.
2. In a typical batch experimental kinetics run, temperature and initial composition are set
and the reaction is allowed to proceed to completion; the final composition is then
measured, yielding one data point.
3. When a PFR has reached steady state, the temperature and the composition throughout
the system (in the feed, at every point in the reactor and in the outlet) will be exactly the
same at a given instant in time.
4. If the conversion of a reactant in a steady state PFR kinetics experiment is smaller than
desired, the inlet volumetric flow rate should be decreased in order to increase the
conversion.
B. Make a prediction and provide and explanation for your answer.
1. Which conditions would you use for a kinetics experiment using a CSTR? a)
Isothermal b) Adiabatic, c) Neither is preferable Explain your answer.
2. In a typical CSTR experimental kinetics run, temperature, inlet composition and inlet
flow rate are all assigned a static value. The system is then allowed to operate until
the outlet composition and temperature are no longer changing. At this point, you
would be able to: a) generate a single data point by measuring the outlet composition,
b) directly measure the rate of reaction, c) predict the final outlet composition within
5%, d) none of these. Explain your answer.
3. When a reactor is operated adiabatically, a) heat is added to the reactor, b) heat is
released from the reactor, c) both a & b, d) neither a nor b. Explain your answer.
4. When an endothermic reaction takes place within an adiabatic reactor, the
temperature throughout the reactor likely, a) increases, b) decreases, c) remains the
same. Explain your answer.
5. If the outlet concentration of a reactant in a steady state CSTR kinetics experiment is
smaller than desired, to increase the outlet concentration the temperature should be a)
increased, b) decreased, c) held constant. Explain your answer.
6. If identical feeds (temperature, composition and flow rate) are provided to two
different CSTRs that both operate isothermally at the feed temperature, the
conversion in the smaller reactor will be a) larger b) smaller, c) essentially equal.
Explain your answer.
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C. Finally, design an experiment and predict the outcomes of your experiment which
explores the following problem.
1. You are the chief engineer on a new project. Your team is asked to produce a
liquid mixture of ethanol and sodium acetate from ethyl acetate and sodium
hydroxide (a saponification reaction) in a reactor of your choice. Your task is to
specify the kinetics experiments to generate data to and determine a rate
expression. Which experiments will you run? What do you expect the outcomes
to be? How do the outcomes tell you if your design was satisfactory?
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Appendix C
Student Interview Protocol
1. How is this class the same or different from that particular class?
2. What kinds of students’ interactions does the teacher like to do?
3. In this particular class, I have seen him ask questions to students, pose problems, and
wait having working groups, a variety of different things. Is it similar to that class?
4. How did that get assessed in your classes?
5. How much is your homework? How much do your tests count?
6. If you give a one word of advice to instructors outside of your teacher’s class, what
advice would you give them?
7. What would you describe as all the resources are available to you. You have got a
lecture that you go to, you got simulations on line, you have got textbooks with
problems, which of those things do you find the most helpful or if there are like three
of those the most helpful, tell me in what ways those three are helpful. Tell me why.
8. In the class, I am going to describe different teaching strategies that he uses, I want
you to describe something that you like or something that you don’t like. One of the
things he does is that he/she puts Powerpoint presentations up and front which have
problems embedded in it. Do you think it is helpful or not helpful? The Powerpoint
was the short verse of the problems that he/she let you solve in your group.
9. Tell me about this simulator. How does the simulator kind of fit into the goals of this
class?
10. How often do you use simulators? Do you use it at once, that is it? Or do you use
different occasions?
11. When you do it at a typical experiment and homework assignment, how many
times do you actually do it in order to get that answer?
12. What does the good plan look like?
13. So, tell me when you are assigned to do the simulator homework do you have to do
that on your own or do you work collaboratively?
14. Does that help you understand what is going on in class?
15. Does it help you in your problem solving, does it help you in understanding
conceptually? Tell me more about how it might you help in your class?
16. Are there other things you wish that simulator will do that it is not able to do right
now?
17. Which experiment did you choose to run for your post-test?
18. So how would you know if those outcomes were desirable, if it was accurate, if it was
a good design, how do you know what comes out on the other side?
19. How does the outcomes tell you if your design is satisfactory? How does the data tell
you that reactors better that the other reactors?
20. Let’s imagine that your employer says all we got is just this one kind of reactor.
Here is all we have got. So, you tell us whether it is satisfactory or not satisfactory.
How do you decide whether it is satisfactory or not?
21. Are there things about the reactor that you learned, the simulation I should say, about
engineering and you really did not learn anywhere else. In all the other courses are
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readings, videos, lectures, the problem solving, that the simulator help you do one
thing and nothing else the course did?
22. How long does it take you graduate?
23. Is anybody ever making contact about either good or bad feedback about your
courses?
24. Do you happen to use technology a lot? Do you use online resources, simulator,
online videos? Do you use technology a lot? How?
25. Do you like the online learning environment?
26. Would you agree that this course helped your problem solving?
27. Would you agree that this course helped you think about applications to real
engineering?
28. What I want to know from you is what you think engineers really do. So, my
question is “What do you think engineers do in their normal days?”
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Appendix D
Criterion 3 – Student Outcomes by the ABET and by Scientific Argumentation
Student Outcomes 2017-2018
(a) an ability to apply knowledge of
mathematics, science, and engineering
(e) an ability to identify, formulate, and
solve engineering problems
(b) an ability to design and conduct
experiments, as well as to analyze and
interpret data

Student outcomes in Dr. Smith’s classroom
an ability to apply knowledge of
engineering, science, mathematics, and
technology for identifying, formulating and
solving authentic engineering problems
with peers as well as by oneself
an ability to design and conduct authentic
experiments by collecting, analyzing,
interpret, and present data with peers using
scientific argumentation

(c) an ability to design a system,
component, or/and process to meet desired
needs within
realistic constraints such as economic,
environmental, social, political, ethical,
health and safety, manufacturability, and
sustainability

an ability to design a system, component,
process to meet desired needs within
realistic constraints and to solve problems
in practical ways.

(d) an ability to function on
multidisciplinary teams

an ability to function on teams by
negotiating different ideas, and find
solutions through active discussions with
peers
an understanding of professional and
ethical responsibility through watching
videos related to professional and ethical
responsibilities, safety, and other a global,
economic, environmental, and societal
context

(f) an understanding of professional and
ethical responsibility
(h) the broad education necessary to
understand the impact of engineering
solutions in a global, economic,
environmental, and societal context
(j) a knowledge of contemporary issues
(g) an ability to communicate effectively
(i) a recognition of the need for, and an
ability to engage in life-long learning

an ability to communicate effectively with
other engineers and audience in public
an ability to develop sense-making skills to
apply creative, practical ideas to solve complex
problems

